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FULL V RECONCILED UK NATIONAL AND 
SECTOR ACCOUNTS FOR 1989-1992 
M A Baxter, Central Statistical Office 

Introduction 

The Central Statistical Office's Agency Framework Document says 
that 'the Treasury expects the CSO to produce, each year, fuiJy 
reconciled accounts that remove all inconsistencies in the accounts'. 
Such accounts were produced for 1988-91 (Baxter 1992); that paper 
gives details of the methodology. This paper updates the work. 

If all items in the National Accounts were known exactly, the sector 
balancing items, the items in the last row of Table A (summary 
analysis by sector) of the Blue Book, would be zero. For many 
purposes, it is useful to adjust the National Accounts to make these 
items zero while of course keeping the constraints that appropriate 
rows of this Table should sum to zero. When adjusting, the items 
altered most should be those deemed most uncertain or subject to 
deficiencies in coverage. 

The larger the balancing items, the largerwil1 be the alterations to the 
accounts needed to make them balance. As the balancing items are 
now smaller than they were a few years ago. the effects of balancing 
are smaller than in the original study (CSO 1989). 

Tills exercise is still regarded by the CSO as experimental. Its main 
aims are to find the likely areas of weakness in the National 
Accounts, to help in interpreting them and lo produce the reconciled 
accounts required by the Framework Document. It is not yet felt that 
the results of balancing should supersede the Blue Book data; the 
results have therefore been constrained to retain the published value 
ofODP. 

Balancing Model 

The mathematical details of the model, the method of solution and 
the diagnostic tests are described in the Annex to Baxter (1992). 
Thls section outlines the inputs to the model, with particular attention 
to those aspects which have changed since that article. 

Error ranges 

To balance the accounts in the way chosen, we need the standard 
deviations of the errors of all items in Table A for 1989 to 1992. As 
a proxy for these, confidence intervals were used; the compilers of 
the series were asked to supply jntervals such that they are 90% 
confident that the "true" values are within these intervals. These are 
based, inevitably, on compilers' judgments, but they allow for both 
the sampling error of any surveys used to obtain the Figures, and all 
knownsourcesofnon-samplingerror. Halfthewidthofaconfidence 
interval is called the error range; i ftheerrors are nonnally distributed, 
the range is 1.645 times the standard deviation of the error. It is 
assumed that the confidence intervals are symmetric about the 
published values. Last year, a bias was assumed in tbe published 
figures for lCC and financial company profits and in CSO (1989) 
many such bias corrections were made. 

As a starting point, the ranges used last year were brought forward., 
so those used for 1988 are now being used for 1989 and so on. 

However, many of these ranges have been widened since last year, 
often on the basis of revisions analyses. Tn such an analysis, 
revisions to previously published tigures are considered. Thus, if an 
item is regularly revised by amounts of tbe order of £100 million 
three years after first publication, its uncertainty must be at least of 
this order. The number of items given a range of only £0.5 million 
(implying that the figu•·e is thought to be correct to the nearest£ I 
million) basjnconsequence been greatly reduced. Also. all substantial 
items (those generally exceeding £100 million) have been given 
ranges of at least £10 million. This does not mean that CSO 
estimates are thought to have deteriorated, but that compilers have 
made more realistic assessments of errors, especially in the Light of 
revisions analyses. 

Rents 

For rows not summing to zero, it was assumed in CSO (1989) and 
Baxter ( 1992) that the figure fo r each sector is estimated 
independently. The row total is thus not an independent estimate 
conveying any extra infonnation, so it gets an arbitrarily large 
margin (in practice,£ I million mjllion). This is not appropriate for 
rents, where a total for persons, TCC and financial is first estimated, 
then split between these three sectors. Thus the errors in rents for 
these sectors include the error in the total and further errors due to 
uncertainties in the split. Rents for public corporations, Central 
Government and Local Authorities come from other, usually more 
accurate, sources. A further complication is that personal rent is the 
sum of actual rent received (a share of total rents) and imputed rent 
nominally paid by owner occupiers to themselves; this does not 
apply to other sectors. To model this, a realistic error margin was 
assignoo to total rents, and the margins for the rents by sector for 
persons, ICC and financial were widened to alJow for the allocation 
errors; the margins for total rent and personal rent were further 
widened to include the uncertainty in imputed rent. 

The GDP constraint 

To remove all inconsiStencies, the sum of the components of ODP 
(on either the income or expenditure breakdown) must, after 
balancing, equal published ODP, which is not derived from the 
balancing process. As noted above, balancing makes the income and 
expenditure components of ODP sum to the same total. In all the 
results given below. ODP is constrained to the value published in the 
1993 Blue Book. To achieve this, published ODP was added as an 
extra variable, with an cn·or margin of £0.5 million; an extra 
constraint that the sum of the income components (income from 
employment and self-employment, profits, rent and itnputed charge 
for capital consumption, less stock appreciation) must equal published 
GDP was added. 



Published GDP for 1991 and 1992 uses infonnation derived from 
income, expenditure and output. (For 1989 and 1990, only income 
and expenditure data were used.) Thus the GDP constraint brings in 
output data not in Table A. Ways to add this infonnation to the 
balancing model more directly are being considered. 

Further constraints 

In some cases, the sum of a number of items is known more 
accurately than any oft hem individually. This can be allowed for in 
the model by a similar method to the one above: add an extra variable 
equal to the required sum, with a suitably small error margin, and an 
extra constraint that the relevant· items sum t·o the new variable. In 
the balancing, the sum of the items is forced to remain equal to the 
new item, which changes relatively little because of itS smaller 
margin. This has been done for personal. Central Government and 
Local Authority consumption (these constraints have not been used 
before) and for Central Government accruals. The bank profit 
constraint used in CSO (1989) and Baxter (1992) is no longer 
thought appropriate. 

Personal consumption: This item includes two notional values: an 
imputed charge for capital consumption (ICCC) by private non
profit-making bodies serving the public and imputed rent on owner
occupied and rent-free dwellings. Both also appear in the income 
part ofTable A, so cancel out in the sector balancing item. Allowing 
for the sign convention in Table A, a new item was added and 
constrained to be equal to the sum of rent, ICCC and consumption; 
it has a smaller error margin than consumption, as the uncertainty in 
imputed rent and ICCC is removed. 

Cenrral Govemmelll consumption: The ilem with this name has 
independent components: ICCC and "true" consumption. A new 
item was added equal to the sum ofiCCC and consumption; ICCC 
cancels out. 

Local Authority consumption: As for Central Government. 

Financial flows for the Overseas sector 

This constraint relates financial nows and dividend and interest 
receipts for the overseas sector. As explained in the Annex to Baxter 
(1992), this constraint involves all four years together. 

Results 

Published data and balanced accounts for 1989 to 1992 arc given in 
tables I to 4 and 5 to 8 respectively. These are in the same format 
as Table A in the Blue Book, except that figures below the line for 
Banks and Building Societies and forOFis are not shown scparotely. 
There is no point, for the purposes of this article, in splitting them 
below the line. since we cannot calculate separate sector balancing 
items if they arc not split above the line. 

With only one exceptions for 1989 and three for 1990 (shown below) 
all balanced data are within the confidence intervals of the unbalanced 
data. These four items do not necessarily have errors greater than the 
assumed ranges; the magnitudes of t·he adjustments needed to 
achieve balance arc merely symptoms of the incoherence of the 
overall accounts. Nor does the fact that they are all in the public 
sectors mean that these are the weak link in the accounts; on the 
contrary, these sectors usually have the smallest balancing items. It 
may, however, mean that for these sectors some of the error ranges 
are too small. As the confidence intervals arc 90% ones, not I 00% 
ones, it would be surprising if nothing went outside them; indeed, it 
might be expected that this would happen more often. 

Items changed by more than their er ror ranges 

Item 

1989 

Blue Book Balanced Clumge Range Change/ 
range 

LA Accrunls adjustments -94 -497 -403 336 -1.20 

Central Government accmals: The sum of a number of items, less 1990 
the accruals adjustment, equals total cash receipts by Central 
Government; this is known quite accurately. 

Correlations 

Another way to represent the fact that the sum of two items is known 
more accurately than either of them individually is to add a negative 
covariance between them to the covariance matrix described in the 
Annex to Baxter (1992). For the personal, ICC and PC sectors a 
covariance representing a correlation of -0.235 is assumed between 
stock appreciation and value of physical increase in stocks (stock 
appreciation in other sectors is negligible). 

In some cases, the sum of two items is known almost exactly. This 
occurs if the uncertainty in both of them is mainly due roan item 
which is added to one and subtracted from the other. In these cases, 
the two items arc given equal error margins and a covariance 
equivalent to a correlation of -l. The pairs so treated were: 

Personal: Other current transfers, receipts and 
Overseas: Other current transfers, payments 

Personal: Other current transfers. payments a.nd 
Overseas: Other current transfers, receipts 

Four pairs so treated last year have on further consideration been 
excluded. It is probable that many more correlations exist. Work is 
continuing to identify them and include them in future balancing 
exercises. 

CG Taxes on capi tal 4342 4551 209 150 1.39 
CG Other cnpitnltrnosfers: 
payments -11094 -10870 224 200 1.12 
LA Other capital transfers: 
receipts 2039 1872 -167 150 - 1.11 

Diagnostic tests 

A useful test of the error ranges and the coherence of the accounts is 
to see ifthe sector balancing items are larger than would be expected 
from the size of the ranges. This can be tested by using the 
Mahalanobis distance; see Baxter ( 1992). 

Applying this testto the data gives the fol lowing diagnostic statistics. 
As an aid to interpretation, note that with the assumptions given in 
Baxter (1992) each diagnostic has a chi square distribution with 
seven degrees of freedom. Thus the expected value of each diagnostic 
is 7, and values greater than 18.5 occur by chance with only I% 
probability. Thus, values greater than 18.5 imply that there is 
probably some incoherence in the accounts, and the greater the 
diagnostic the more the incoherence. The values of the diagnostic 
depend crucially on having accurate error ranges. 

1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 

20.10 
30.06 
6.42 
9.89 



The figure for 1989 is clearly, and that for 1990 is very, significant, 
though both arc far lower than the 52.47 found last year for 1988. 
However, those for 1991 and 1992 are far from significant. Jndecd, 
the figure for 1991 is less than its expected value. Last year, 1989 
and 1990 were not quite signiticant at I% and 199 1 was not 
significant. This may mean that the accounts for thetwo most recent 
years arc more coherent U1an the preceding ones, but it could also 
mean that compilers are realistic about the errors in recent data but 
overly optimistic about how the data improve over time. 

Table 14 gives a rough breakdown of these diagnostic statistics by 
sector. The only sectors for which the sector balancing item differs 
significantly from zero with even 5% confidence are PC for 1989 
(1.8%) and 1992 (4.3%) and personal for 1990(2.4%). This is a great 
improvement on the 1992 results, when there were six such sectors, 
two witll significance 0.01 %. Again, this does not prove that these 
sectors are the weak link in the accounts, but that for them some of 
the error ranges arc too smaU. 

Conclusions 

This paper presents the fully reconciled accounts required by our 
Framework Document. 1t also tests whether tJ1e incoherence of the 
published accounts is too great to be explained by the assumed 
errors. There are some problems with 1989 and 1990, probably in 
the public corporation and personal sectors respectively, where the 
balancing items are larger than would be expected from the error 
ranges and correlations in the balancing model. There may possibly 
be problems with public corporations in 1992, but not enough to 
make the accounts significantly incoherent overall. However, the 
diagnostic tools available do not allow us to be more specific. There 
seem to be no problems with 1991. 

Further work 

The diagnostic tests would be more sensitive if they had more 
degrees of freedom, which means more sectors. The only feasible 
way to do this is to spli t the financial sector above the line into two 
or more sectors; data to do this should be available by next year. 

The correlations within rows that sum to zero would be better 
represented if the way that the rows are made to sum to zero were 
correctly modelled. For some rows, this is done by double entry 
book-keeping; the row is the sum of a limited number of items, each 
of which is added to one sector and subtracted from another. The 
entries in this row shou Id be replaced by these under! ying i terns. The 
constraint that the row must sum to zero can then be removed, as it 
will sum automatically. lt may bccasicr to model some rows if they 
are split up. Table A has 20 rows below the line but Blue Book table 
I 1.1 has 45. This will substantially increase the size of the model, 
and it will be necessary to get error ranges for all the resultant items. 
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Table 1 
1989 data as published £million 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
sector sector corps govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 283454 0 0 0 0 0 0 283454 
Income from self-employment 54440 0 0 0 0 0 0 5444 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 80095 -13631 6528 -323 522 0 73191 
Rent 24802 4458 556 568 108 3238 0 33730 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 557 0 0 0 1484 1964 0 4005 
less stock appreciation -803 -6203 0 -55 0 0 0 · -7061 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
Investment overseas 123 16190 342 1 0 0 -16656 0 
Earnings due abroad -81 -8635 -522 0 0 0 9238 0 
Dividends and Interest: 
receipts 61714 10014 119647 659 9974 1368 61352 264728 
payments -44038 -41292 -96154 -2616 -17984 -5322 -57322 -264728 

Taxes on income -48204 -19038 -2706 -102 70050 0 0 0 
Social security contributions -32902 0 0 0 32902 0 0 0 
Social security benefits 44965 0 0 0 ·45503 0 538 0 
Community charge -586 0 0 0 0 586 0 0 
Other current grants by government: 

receipts 9068 0 0 0 2143 24200 5883 41294 
payments 0 0 0 0 -33793 -5358 -2143 -41294 

Other current transfers: receipts 2034 0 0 0 431 0 2050 4515 
payments -2441 -260 -64 0 0 0 -1750 -4515 

Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 -556 0 0 556 0 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 60067 19913 0 79980 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 -4774 -1008 0 -5782 

Expenditure: 
Consumption -327363 0 0 0 -63294 -38502 0 -429159 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 -121486 -121486 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 142808 142808 

Balance = Saving 24739 34773 7468 4983 12044 1601 22512 108120 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation -29075 -52538 -7873 -5467 -4951 -4631 0 -104535 
Value of physical Increase In stocks 
and work in progress -449 -3080 0 -219 163 0 0 -3585 
Taxes on capital -3175 -11 14 -151 0 4440 0 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 2509 561 0 1453 24 2387 0 6934 
payments -90 -319 0 -148 -5503 -874 0 -6934 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit -5541 -21717 -556 602 6217 -1517 22512 0 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 826 67 320 -27 -1245 0 59 0 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities -3306 -140 -11612 ·4 15391 13 -342 0 
National savings and tax instrument -1492 136 37 -78 1397 0 0 0 
Issue Departments transactions in 
commercial bills 0 1996 1230 0 -3598 0 372 0 
Other government domestic transactions -47 -7 -608 6 ·347 1003 0 0 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 ·62 0 ·6613 0 6675 0 
Local authority debt -427 29 -699 -44 2589 ·1385 -63 0 
Public corporations' debt 21 0 -207 607 1798 -84 -2135 0 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 10964 2059 -15337 2 179 16 2117 0 
Sterling time 10097 5278 -25469 -197 107 ·169 10353 0 
Foreign currency 359 3095 -35815 ·42 ·2 21 32384 0 
Deposits with BS: sterling 17580 1044 -19239 0 0 0 615 0 

:foreign 11 23 -1082 0 0 0 1048 0 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) -13280 -35948 78211 0 0 0 -28983 0 
Other lending -35166 -5944 40126 259 1081 -292 -64 0 
Trade and retail credit -451 -1182 1131 582 -8 0 -72 0 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units -20898 10376 36528 -9 ·4657 149 -21489 0 
Other domestic Instruments 29728 -13374 ·46879 152 -289 -119 30781 0 
Other overseas Instruments 32 10205 1569 62 -27 0 -11841 0 
Accruals adjustments 3904 42 -4099 17 230 -94 0 0 

Total financial transactions -1545 ·22245 -1956 1286 5986 -941 19415 0 

DAI 1\l<ll"l l<ln IT~U -3996 528 1400 -684 231 -576 3097 0 



Table 2 
1990 data as published £ million 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
sector sector corps govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 312358 0 0 0 0 0 0 312358 
Income from self-employment 61138 0 0 0 0 0 0 61138 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 79721 -14973 3801 ·545 557 0 68561 
Rent 28532 5238 696 578 142 3383 0 38569 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 585 0 0 0 1623 2183 0 4391 
less stock appreciation ·695 ·5316 0 ·120 0 0 0 ·6131 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
Investment overseas 72 15474 36 1 0 0 -15583 0 
Earnings due abroad ·109 -7713 784 0 0 0 7038 0 
Dividends and Interest: 
receipts 72767 12695 141 010 589 9700 1233 70359 308353 
payments ·54853 ·48734 -1 16038 ·1934 ·17879 ·5471 ·63444 -308353 
Taxes on Income ·55587 -1 8735 ·2219 ·161 76702 0 0 0 
Social security contributions -34651 0 0 0 34651 0 0 0 
Social security benefits 48898 0 0 0 -49503 0 605 0 
Community charge ·8629 0 0 0 0 8629 0 0 
Other current grants by government: 
receipts 10041 0 0 0 2231 38273 6223 56768 
payments 0 0 0 0 ·48603 ·5934 ·2231 ·56768 
Other current transfers: receipts 2099 0 0 0 504 0 2100 4703 
payments -2569 -265 -69 0 0 0 -1800 -4703 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 -654 0 0 654 0 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 73169 5129 0 78298 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 ·5401 -665 0 -6066 

Expenditure: 
Consumption ·347527 0 0 0 -70108 -42826 0 -460461 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 -133284 -133284 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 148285 148285 

Balance = Saving 31870 31711 9227 2754 7337 4491 18268 105658 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation -27640 -54729 -6793 -4955 -6415 -6244 0 -106776 
Value of physical increase in stocks 
and work in progress -86 1106 0 254 -156- , 

0 0 1118 
Taxes on capital -3207 -1035 -100 0 4342 0 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 3124 513 0 6827 0 2039 0 12503 
payments -92 -319 0 -134 -11094 -864 0 -12503 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 3969 -22753 2334 4746 -5986 -578 18268 0 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin -149 41 -21 229 -78 0 -22 0 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities -694 866 -1620 -29 5181 ·17 -3687 0 
National savings and tax Instrument 814 286 72 -79 -1094 1 0 0 
Issue Departments transactions In 
commercial bills 0 -312 -202 0 708 0 -194 0 
Other government domestic transactions 34 69 1567 211 -531 -1350 0 0 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 177 0 18 0 -195 0 
Local authority debt -158 116 412 80 741 -1 127 -64 0 
Public corporations' debt -61 0 126 4416 -4303 -73 ·105 0 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 8542 1490 -12406 129 378 209 1658 0 
Sterling time 7948 -496 -16865 -83 65 -1549 10980 0 
Foreign currency 677 3960 -39627 33 24 3 34930 0 
Deposits with BS: sterling 17959 1880 -20517 0 0 0 678 0 
: foreign 7 13 -597 0 0 0 577 0 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) -8466 -19583 69085 0 0 0 -41036 0 
Other lending -33940 -3520 37970 ·315 473 -314 -354 0 
Trade and retail credi t -256 198 883 -264 -2 0 -559 0 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units -9997 -5247 211 11 -75 -4462 81 -1411 0 
Other domestic Instruments 26990 · 11336 ·30131 1 125 ·10 14361 0 
Other overseas Instruments 32 4619 394 51 -499 0 ·4597 0 
Accruals adjustments 4014 286 ·5148 101 -2212 2959 0 0 

Total financial transactions 13296 -26670 4663 4406 -5468 ·1187 10960 0 



Table 3 
1991data as published £ million 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
sector sector COr!;!S govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 328257 0 0 0 0 0 0 328257 
Income from self-employment 58533 0 0 0 0 0 0 58533 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 80161 -18752 1809 -443 407 0 63182 
Rent 32904 5091 677 572 178 3599 0 43021 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 600 0 0 0 1675 2088 0 4363 
less stock appreciation -394 -2098 0 -30 0 0 0 -2522 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
investment overseas 182 12330 260 1 0 0 -12773 0 
Earnings due abroad -1 28 -5440 1087 0 0 0 4481 0 
Dividends and interest: 
receipts 69989 11445 133959 378 9381 854 72038 298044 
payments -51092 -47316 -112692 -1 259 -16307 -5312 -64066 -298044 
Taxes on income -57331 -15389 -1723 -451 74894 0 0 0 
Social security contributions -36373 0 0 0 36373 0 0 0 
Social security benefits 57381 0 0 0 -58093 0 712 0 
Community charge -8128 0 0 0 0 8128 0 0 
Other current grants by government: 
receipts 11806 0 0 0 4899 47578 5232 69515 
payments 0 0 0 0 -56739 -7877 -4899 -69515 
Other current transfers: receipts 2188 0 0 0 545 0 2200 4933 
payments -2719 -259 -55 0 0 0 -1900 -4933 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 -581 0 0 581 0 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment : 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 84695 121 0 84816 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 -5410 -585 0 -5995 

Expenditure: 
Consumption -365057 0 0 0 -77085 -47120 0 -489262 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 -134148 -134148 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 140775 140775 

Balance = Saving 40618 37944 2761 1020 -856 1881 7652 91020 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation -24161 -50042 -6409 -3779 -6876 -5267 0 -96534 
Value of physical increase in stocks 
and work in progress 449 4829 0 -58 -151 0 0 5069 
Taxes on capital -2622 -760 -100 0 3482 0 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 3899 495 0 3715 0 2640 0 10749 
payments -16 -219 0 -146 -9289 -1079 0 -10749 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 18167 -7753 -3748 752 -13690 -1825 7652 -445 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 405 42 -162 -111 -207 0 33 0 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities 734 482 1726 -81 -7503 -6 4648 0 
National savings and tax instrument 2165 -75 48 67 -2205 0 0 0 
Issue Departments transactions in 
commercial bills 0 -957 -591 0 1777 0 -229 0 
Other government domestic transactions -35 14 -1120 195 -44 990 0 0 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 14 0 1049 0 -1063 0 
Local authority debt 298 -60 -399 -1 1069 -848 -59 0 
Public corporations' debt -125 0 207 85 -115 1 -53 0 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 5506 897 -5596 19 -427 -347 -52 0 
Sterling time 577 3957 5883 628 -17 -1685 -9343 0 
Foreign currency 6 -1224 16019 -75 62 17 -14805 0 
Deposits with BS: sterling 17345 1707 -19482 0 0 0 430 0 
:foreign 9 20 -1288 0 0 0 1259 0 
Bank lending {excluding public sector) -1963 1875 -32370 0 0 0 32458 0 
Other lending -26081 -956 27501 -3 106 -363 -204 0 
Trade and retail credit -666 -705 1077 234 0 0 60 0 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units -5334 -1 1405 43638 -15 -8925 -9 -17950 0 
Other domestic instruments 28899 -6969 -42752 9 243 -9 20579 0 
Other overseas instruments 32 573 7702 42 632 0 -8981 0 
Accruals adjustments 2907 ·114 -3261 -200 659 9 0 0 

Total financial transactions 24679 -12898 -3206 793 -13846 -2250 6728 0 

n'H AAC: 



Table 4 
1992 data as published £ million 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
sector sector corps govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 341009 0 0 0 0 0 0 341009 
Income from self-employment 58060 0 0 0 0 0 0 58060 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 80614 -16040 1813 -285 374 0 66476 
Rent 36957 4794 639 565 134 3757 0 46846 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 604 0 0 0 1608 1995 0 4207 
less stock appreciation ·80 ·2105 0 ·31 0 0 0 ·2216 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
Investment overseas 221 13121 734 1 0 0 -14077 0 
Earnings due abroad -129 ·5186 ·160 0 0 0 5475 0 
Dividends and Interest: 
receipts 70421 9617 117155 311 8927 675 59543 266649 
payments -45517 -47551 -94097 -1121 -16619 ·5026 ·56718 -266649 

1 
Taxes on income ·57906 ·13410 ·1937 -199 73452 0 0 0 
Social security contributions -37464 0 0 0 37464 0 0 0 
Social security benefits 65525 0 0 0 ·66172 0 647 0 
Community charge ·7859 0 0 0 0 7859 0 0 
Other current grants by government: 

1 receipts 14067 0 0 0 2888 53062 7026 77043 
payments 0 0 0 0 ·64273 -9882 -2888 ·77043 
Other current transfers: receipts 2263 0 0 0 571 0 2250 5084 
payments ·2789 -261 -59 0 0 0 -1975 -5084 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 -600 0 0 600 0 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 87555 124 0 87679 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 ·5482 ·626 0 -6108 

Expenditure: 
Consumption -382696 0 0 0 -82477 -49901 0 -515074 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 -139827 -139827 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 149164 149164 

Balance = Saving 54687 39033 6235 1339 -22109 2411 8620 90216 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation ·22953 -47847 -5271 ·4255 ·6911 -5655 0 -92892 
Value of physical increase in stocks 
and work in progress ·130 2115 0 ·10 17 0 0 1992 
Taxes on capital -2300 -513 -100 0 2913 0 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 4012 537 0 3305 0 8076 0 15930 
payments -7 -141 0 ·151 -14417 ·1214 0 -15930 

Balance =Financial surplus or deficit 33309 ·6816 864 228 ·40507 3618 8620 -684 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 1108 95 278 ·148 ·1398 0 65 0 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities 510 ·666 16081 9 ·16950 ·3 1019 0 
National savings and tax instrument 4974 ·319 ·89 47 -4617 4 0 0 
Issue Departments transactions In 
commercial bills 0 ·2183 ·426 0 4470 0 ·1861 0 
Other government domestic transactions -47 10 ·875 38 233 641 0 0 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 5042 0 ·111 03 0 6061 0 
Local authority debt 326 ·14 1131 ·22 ·5936 4589 ·74 0 
Public corporations' debt 56 0 ·99 ·718 1302 5 ·546 0 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 3072 ·805 ·2939 ·100 127 ·57 702 0 
Sterling time 2577 189 ·5434 172 61 297 2138 0 
Foreign currency 171 ·1247 ·20481 19 57 21 21460 0 
Deposits with BS: sterling 10641 227 ·11226 0 0 0 358 0 
:foreign 16 32 ·1343 0 0 0 1295 0 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) 88 4425 19463 0 0 0 ·23976 0 
Other lending ·18389 297 18307 ·14 449 ·268 ·382 0 
Trade and retail credit -590 ·622 1316 143 0 0 ·247 0 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units ·1403 -4468 30988 ·4 -7631 -5 ·17477 0 
Other domestic instruments 28489 ·7312 ·47815 10 177 -10 26461 0 
Other overseas instruments 32 -2683 9063 77 188 0 ·6677 0 
Accruals adjustments 2722 1776 -3161 -293 358 ·1402 q 0 

Total financial transactions 34353 ·13268 7781 ·784 ·40213 3812 8319 0 

D A I A ~II""IMI'l- IT CII - '1nAA C::Ahl') - &::017 1n1fJ _ I') Oil - 1 nA 'lni aoA 



TableS 
Balanced 1969 accounts £ million 

Personal ICCs Financial Pub lic Central Local Overseas 
sector sector corps govt auths sector TOTAL 

CORREN I I RANSAC liONS 
Fact or Incomes: 
Income from employment 284140 0 0 0 0 0 0 284140 
Income from self-employment 54643 0 0 0 0 0 0 54643 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 79614 -14085 6528 -323 523 0 72256 
Rent 24823 4430 555 568 108 3239 0 33722 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 557 0 0 0 1482 1998 0 4037 
less stock appreciation -801 -6219 0 -20 0 0 0 -7039 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
investment overseas 124 16195 353 1 0 0 -16672 0 
Earnings due abroad -79 -8630 -514 0 0 0 9223 0 
Dividends and interest: 
receipts 62118 10001 119410 671 9974 1369 61382 264924 
payments -44007 -41475 -96204 -2616 -17984 -5321 -57315 -264924 
Taxes on Income -48189 -19046 -2713 -102 70050 0 0 0 
Social security contributions -32905 0 0 0 32905 0 0 0 
Social security benefits 44977 0 0 0 -45515 0 538 0 
Community charge -587 0 0 0 0 587 0 0 
Other current grants by government: 
receipts 9066 0 0 0 2143 24201 5883 41292 
payments 0 0 0 0 ·33793 -5356 -2143 ·41292 
Other current transfers: receipts 2109 0 0 0 431 0 1990 4529 
payments ·2375 ·260 -64 0 0 0 -1830 -4529 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 -556 0 0 556 0 0 -0 

Factor cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 60067 19914 0 79981 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 -4774 -1 007 0 -5781 

Expenditure: 
Consumption -327014 0 0 0 ·63293 -38453 0 -428760 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 -121742 · 121742 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 142557 142557 

Balance = Saving 26599 34054 6737 5032 12030 1691 21871 108013 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation -29053 -52522 -7871 -5467 -4951 -4630 0 -104495 
Value of physical increase in stocks 
and work in progress ·435 -3070 0 -182 170 0 0 -3518 
Taxes on capital -3064 -1·11 4 -151 0 4329 0 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 2525 561 0 1453 24 2452 0 7015 
payments -90 ·319 0 ·148 -5586 -873 0 -7015 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit -3518 -22410 -1285 688 6015 -1361 21871 0 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 821 69 320 -27 -1245 0 62 -0 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities -3309 -140 -11 613 ·4 15391 13 ·338 0 
National savings and tax instrument -1492 136 37 -78 1397 -0 0 0 
Issue Departments transactions in 
commercial bills 0 1996 1230 0 -3598 0 372 0 
Other government domestic transactions -47 -7 ·608 6 -347 1002 0 -0 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 -62 0 -6613 0 6675 0 
Local authority debt -427 29 ·699 -44 2589 ·1386 -63 -0 
Public corporations' debt 21 0 -207 607 1798 -84 -2135 -0 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 10943 2067 -15326 -7 191 3 2130 -0 
Sterling time 10073 5280 -25461 ·197 107 -170 10368 -0 
Foreign currency 359 3090 -35820 -42 ·2 20 32394 ·0 
Deposits with BS: sterling 17579 1044 -19239 0 0 0 616 -0 
: foreign 11 23 ·1082 0 0 0 1048 -0 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) -13308 -35953 78190 0 0 0 -28929 -0 
Other lending -35179 ·5944 401 39 259 1081 -293 -64 0 
Trade and retail credit ·1056 ·1271 1131 392 -8 -0 811 0 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units ·21947 10400 36620 -9 -4657 148 -20556 0 
Other domestic instruments 29221 -13374 -46577 152 -289 -120 30986 0 
Other overseas instruments -21 10012 1480 62 -27 0 -11506 -0 
Accruals adjustments 4240 133 -3738 -378 240 -497 0 -0 

Total financial transactions -3518 -22410 -1285 688 6015 -1361 21871 -0 

BALANCING ITEM -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



Table S 
Balanced 1990 accounts £ million 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
sector sector corps govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 314002 0 0 0 0 0 0 314002 
Income from self-employment 61623 0 0 0 0 0 0 61623 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 77278 -14548 3801 ·544 557 0 66543 
Rent 28612 5139 697 578 143 3383 0 38552 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 585 0 0 0 1627 2144 0 4356 
less stock appreciation -688 -5362 0 -140 0 0 0 ·6191 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
Investment overseas 73 15479 77 1 0 0 -15630 ·0 
Earnings due abroad ·105 -7710 817 0 0 0 6998 -0 
Dividends and interest: 
receipts 73395 12632 141078 582 9701 1233 70524 3091 46 
payments -54801 ·49626 ·116024 ·1934 ·17878 ·5471 ·63407 ·309146 
Taxes on income -55560 · 18777 ·2204 -161 76702 0 0 -0 
Social security contributions ·34647 0 0 0 34647 0 0 0 
Social security benefits 48875 0 0 0 ·49480 0 605 ·0 
Community charge -8629 0 0 0 0 8629 0 0 
Other current grants by government: 
receipts 10049 0 0 0 2232 38273 6223 56776 
payments 0 0 0 0 -48602 ·5943 ·2231 -56776 
Other current transfers: receipts 2.236 0 0 0 505 0 1989 4731 
payments -2448 -265 -69 0 0 0 -1949 -4731 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 -655 0 ·0 655 0 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 73169 5129 0 78298 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 ·5401 -665 0 ·6066 

Expenditure: 
Consumption -346537 0 0 0 -70097 ·42862 0 ·459496 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 -133768 ·133768 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 147810 147810 

Balance = Saving 36031 28133 9824 2727 7379 4404 17166 105663 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation -27592 -54808 ·6770 -4955 -6414 -6244 0 -106783 
Value of physical Increase in stocks 
and work In progress -54 1096 0 236 -158 0 0 11 20 
Taxes on capital ·3416 -1035 ·100 ·0 4551 0 0 -0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 3071 513 0 6826 0 1872 0 12282 
payments -92 -321 0 -135 ·1 0870 ·865 0 -12282 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 7948 -26422 2954 4699 -5512 ·834 17166 -0 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin ·159 46 ·21 229 -79 0 ·16 0 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities -700 934 -1691 -29 5180 -17 -3677 0 
National savings and tax Instrument 814 286 72 -79 ·1095 1 0 ·0 
Issue Departments transactions In 
commercial bills 0 ·312 -202 0 707 0 -194 -0 
Other government domestic transactions 34 69 1567 211 ·532 -1350 0 ·0 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 176 0 17 0 ·193 0 
Local authority debt ·158 116 412 80 740 · 1127 ·64 0 
Public corporations' debt ·61 0 126 4416 -4304 -73 -105 ·0 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 8500 1541 -12454 133 354 218 1708 ·0 
Sterling time 7898 ·465 -16891 -83 64 ·1549 11025 0 
Foreign currency 677 3976 -39744 33 23 3 35031 ·0 
Deposits with BS: sterling 17957 1882 -20520 0 0 0 681 ·0 
: foreign 7 13 -597 0 0 0 577 0 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) -8517 ·19488 68785 0 0 0 -40780 -0 
Other lending -33951 -3520 37981 -315 472 -314 -354 -0 
Trade and retail credit -1744 225 883 -171 ·3 0 809 0 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units ·12666 -5168 20960 -75 -4463 81 1330 0 
Other domestic instruments 26346 -11332 ·30319 1 124 -10 15189 0 
Other overseas instruments -90 4534 · 192 51 -500 0 -3803 0 
Accruals adjustments 3761 241 -5379 295 ·2218 3301 ·0 0 

Total financial transactions 7948 -26422 2954 4699 -5512 -834 17166 ·0 

-.. -··-···- ·-·-·· " " 



Table 7 
Balanced 1991 accounts £million 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
~~tgr ~ec!Q[ ~Qrl2~ govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 329720 0 0 0 0 0 0 329720 
Income from self-employment 59229 0 0 0 0 0 0 59229 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 77674 ·18412 1807 -443 407 0 61033 
Rent 33022 5005 678 572 178 3599 0 43053 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 601 0 0 0 1664 2062 0 4327 
less stock appreciation ·384 ·2123 0 ·31 0 0 0 ·2538 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
investment overseas 183 12325 267 1 0 0 · 12775 ·0 
Earnings due abroad ·126 -5448 1093 0 0 0 4480 -0 
Dividends and interest: 
receipts 70356 11402 133881 377 9381 854 72339 298590 
payments ·51069 -47932 ·11 2709 · 1259 · 16307 ·5312 -64001 -298590 
Taxes on income ·57305 · 15417 ·1720 ·451 74892 0 0 0 
Social security contributions ·36369 0 0 0 36369 0 0 0 
Social security benefits 57401 0 0 0 ·58113 0 712 -0 
Community charge -8071 0 0 0 0 8071 0 0 
Other current grants by government: 
receipts 11839 0 0 0 4899 47572 5232 69542 
payments 0 0 0 0 ·56744 -7899 -4899 ·69542 
Other current transfers: receipts 2197 0 0 0 545 0 2194 4936 
payments -2714 -259 -55 0 0 0 -1908 -4936 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 ·581 0 ·0 581 0 0 0 

Fact or cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 84694 121 0 84815 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 -541 0 ·585 0 ·5995 

Expenditure: 
Consumption ·364408 0 0 0 -77096 ·47152 0 ·488656 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·134167 ·134167 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 140742 140742 

Balance = Saving 44103 34646 3023 1016 -911 1736 7950 91563 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation -24108 -50190 ·6389 ·3779 ·6877 ·5272 0 -96615 
Value of physical Increase in stocks 
and work in progress 470 4793 0 -59 -153 0 0 5052 
Taxes on capital ·2542 -760 -100 ·0 3402 0 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 3924 495 0 3719 ·0 2626 0 10763 
payments ·16 -218 0 · 146 -9304 -1079 0 ·10763 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 21831 ·11234 ·3466 751 ·13843 ·1989 7950 ·0 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 400 45 ·162 ·111 -207 0 35 -0 
Slerling treasury bills and 
government securilies 707 545 1690 ·81 -7503 -6 4648 ·0 
National savings and tax instrument 2165 -75 48 67 -2205 0 0 0 
Issue Departments transactions In 
commercial bills 0 -957 ·591 0 1777 0 ·229 0 
Other government domestic transactions ·35 14 · 1120 195 -44 990 0 0 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 12 0 1049 0 -1062 ·0 
LocaJ authority debt 296 ·60 ·398 ·1 1069 ·848 -59 -0 
Public corporations' debt ·125 0 207 85 ·115 1 -53 0 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 5472 987 ·5652 19 -422 ·342 -62 -0 
Sterling time 555 3984 5874 628 -17 · 1684 ·9340 -0 
Foreign currency 6 -1188 15986 ·75 62 17 ·14808 ·0 
Deposits with BS: slerling 17342 1710 ·19484 0 0 0 433 0 
:foreign 9 20 -1288 0 0 0 1259 ·0 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) -1988 1969 ·32451 0 0 0 32470 -0 
Other lending -26091 ·956 27510 ·3 106 -363 ·204 -0 
Trade and retail credit ·1375 -57 1077 
UK and overseas securities and 

240 0 0 114 0 

unit trust unils ·6816 ·1 11 28 43712 · 15 ·8925 ·9 ·16819 -0 
Other domestic instruments 28523 -6961 ·42593 9 243 -9 20788 ·0 
Other overseas Instruments -17 1002 7503 42 632 0 ·9162 0 
Accruals adjustments 2805 -127 -3346 ·249 655 262 -0 0 

Total financial transacllons 21831 -11234 ·3466 751 ·13843 -1989 7950 -0 



Table 8 
Balanced 1992 accounts £ million 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
sector sector corps govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor incomes: 
Income from employment 341855 0 0 0 0 0 0 341855 
Income from self-employment 58446 0 0 0 0 0 0 58446 
Gross trading profits, ate 0 78260 ·1 4502 1674 -285 374 0 65522 
Rent 37048 4667 647 565 134 3761 0 46823 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 604 0 0 0 1637 2000 0 4241 
less stock appreciation -76 ·2148 0 -69 0 0 0 ·2293 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
investment overseas 221 13052 759 1 0 0 -14033 -0 
Earnings due abroad ·128 -5221 -135 0 0 0 5483 -0 
Dividends and interest: 
receipts 70022 9552 118171 305 8927 675 59852 267505 
payments -45575 -48587 -93910 -1121 -16619 -5026 -56667 -267505 
Taxes on income -57908 -13437 -1901 -199 73446 0 0 0 
Social security contributions -37461 0 0 0 37461 0 0 0 
Social security benefits 65494 0 0 0 -66141 0 647 -0 
Community charge -7918 0 0 0 0 7918 0 0 
Other current grants by government: 
receipts 14046 0 0 0 2888 53066 7026 77025 
payments 0 0 0 0 -64259 -9878 -2888 -77025 
Other current transfers: receipts 2249 0 0 0 571 0 2262 5082 
payments -2803 ·261 -59 0 0 0 -1959 ·5082 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 -600 0 -0 600 0 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 87554 124 0 87678 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 ·5482 ·626 0 ·6108 

Expenditure: 
Consumption -382374 0 0 0 -82420 -49892 0 ·514686 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 -139766 ·139766 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 149214 149214 

Balance = Saving 55741 35278 9070 1155 ·21987 2496 9171 90926 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation -22904 ·47978 -5157 -4269 -6907 -5628 0 -92844 
Value of physical increase in stocks 
and work in progress ·115 2066 0 -48 16 0 0 1920 
Taxes on capital ·2388 ·514 -99 -0 3000 0 0 -0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 4002 537 0 3284 0 8067 0 15890 
payments -7 ·141 0 -151 ·14376 -1214 0 -1 5890 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 34330 -10752 3815 -30 -40254 3721 9171 -0 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 1106 97 278 -148 -1398 0 65 0 
Starting treasury bills and 
government securities 511 ·562 15972 9 ·16950 -3 1022 0 
National savings and tax instrument 4974 -319 ·89 47 -4617 4 0 -0 
Issue Departments transactions in 
commercial bills 0 -2183 -426 0 4470 0 -1861 -0 
Other government domestic transactions -47 10 -875 38 233 641 0 ·0 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 5031 0 -11103 0 6072 0 
Local authority debt 329 ·14 1128 -22 -5936 4589 -74 0 
Public corporations' debt 56 0 -99 ·718 1302 5 -546 -0 
Deposits with banks: 
Ster1ing sight 3063 -665 ·3070 -96 123 -58 703 -0 
Sterling time 2585 323 ·5604 187 58 296 2156 0 
Foreign currency 173 · 1183 ·20628 23 54 21 21540 0 
Deposits with BS: sterling 10650 252 ·11272 0 0 0 370 0 
: foreign 16 32 -1344 0 0 0 1296 -0 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) 101 4634 19160 0 0 0 ·23894 0 
Other lending -18360 298 18279 ·14 446 -268 -382 -0 
Trade and retail credit -1011 -171 1314 576 ·0 ·0 -707 0 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units -1484 -4068 30150 -4 -7631 ·5 ·16958 ·0 
Other domestic instruments 28994 -7294 -49079 10 177 -10 27202 0 
Other overseas instruments 19 -1705 8254 77 188 0 -6834 0 
Accruals adjustments 2654 1765 -3265 5 332 ·1491 -0 0 

Total financial transactions 34330 -10752 3815 -30 ·40254 3721 9171 0 



Table 9 
Error ranges for 1989 £million 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
sector sector corps govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 3093 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000000 
Income from self-employment 1680 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000000 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 2850 2850 10 10 10 0 1000000 
Rent 1742 740 134 10 10 10 0 951 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 168 0 0 0 224 270 0 1000000 
less stock appreciation 280 504 0 112 0 0 0 1000000 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
investment overseas 60 224 336 0.5 0 0 1800 
Earnings due abroad 90 280 336 0 0 0 700 
Dividends and interest: 
receipts 2240 504 2.240 56 10 10 1344 
payments 616 1904 1030 10 10 10 4000 
Taxes on Income 392 500 500 10 10 0 0 
Social security contributions 1000000 0 0 0 90 0 0 
Social security benefits 1000000 0 0 0 50 0 10 
Community charge 1000000 0 0 0 0 10 0 
Other current grants by government: 
receipts 1000000 0 0 0 10 10 10 
payments 0 0 0 0 10 20 10 
Other current transfers: receipts 550 0 0 0 10 0 475 
payments 475 10 0.5 0 0 0 550 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 1000000 0 0.5 10 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 1000000 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 1000000 

Expenditure: 
Consumption 2250 0 0 0 225 300 0 1000000 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 1850 1000000 
Imports of goods and services Q Q Q 0 Q Q 1850 100QOOQ 

Balance = Saving 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation 392 1176 336 10 10 10 0 1000000 
Value of physical increase In stocks 
and work In progress 336 672 0.5 112 112 0 0 1000000 
Taxes on capital 1000000 10 10 0.5 150 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 112 10 0 10 0.5 100 0 
payments 0.5 20 0 10 150 10 0 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 1000000 112 10 0.5 10 0 112 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities 157 739 728 0.5 10 0.5 200 
National savings and tax instrument 10 10 0.5 0.5 10 0.5 0 
Issue Departments transactions In 
commercial bills 0 10 10 0 10 0 10 
Other government domestic transactions 0.5 0.5 224 10 10 10 0.5 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 56 0 10 0 170 
Local authority debt 50 0.5 50 0.5 10 10 0.5 
Public corporations' debt 0.5 0 10 10 10 0.5 10 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 448 560 700 50 50 50 500 
Sterling time 500 250 500 10 10 10 500 
Foreign currency 10 560 500 10 10 10 900 
Deposits with BS: sterling 100 100 500 0 0 0 100 
: foreign 10 20 100 0 0 0 25 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) 448 896 1456 0 0 0 1120 
Other lending 448 22 448 10 10 10 22 
Trade and retail credit 2016 2240 10 224 10 0.5 3360 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units 3696 672 1344 10 10 10 3000 
Other domestic Instruments 2240 123 3360 10 10 10 1600 
Other overseas Instruments 560 2240 1456 10 10 0 3100 
Accruals adjustments 448 224 448 448 90 336 0.5 

Total financial transactions 



Table 10 
Error ranges for 1990 £ million 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
sector sector corps govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 3314 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000000 

I' 
Income from sell-employment 1800 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000000 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 3750 2850 10 10 10 0 1000000 

I 
Rent 1841 792 144 10 10 10 0 1019 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 180 0 0 0 240 290 0 1000000 
less stock appreciation 300 540 0 120 0 0 0 1000000 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
investment overseas 60 240 360 0.5 0 0 1900 
Earnings due abroad 100 300 360 0 0 0 750 
Dividends and interest: 
receipts 2400 540 2400 60 10 10 1440 
payments 660 2040 1104 10 10 10 4200 
Taxes on income 420 500 500 10 10 0 0 
Social security contributions 1000000 0 0 0 96 0 0 
Social security benefits 1000000 0 0 0 50 0 10 
Community charge 1000000 0 0 0 0 10 0 
Other current grants by government: 
receipts 1000000 0 0 0 10 10 10 
payments 0 0 0 0 10 50 10 
Other current transfers: receipts 550 0 0 0 10 0 475 
payments 475 10 0.5 0 0 0 550 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 1000000 0 0.5 10 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 1000000 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 1000000 

Expenditure: 
Consumption 2750 0 0 0 243 329 0 1000000 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 1900 1000000 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 1900 1000000 

Balance = Saving 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation 420 1260 360 10 10 10 0 1000000 
Value of physical increase In stocks 
and work in progress 360 720 0.5 120 120 0 0 1000000 
Taxes on capital 1000000 10 25 0.5 150 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 120 10 0 10 0.5 150 0 
payments 0.5 20 0 10 200 10 0 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 1000000 120 10 0.5 10 0 120 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities 168 792 780 0.5 10 0.5 220 
National savings and tax Instrument 10 10 0.5 0.5 10 0.5 0 
Issue Departments transactions In 
commercial bills 0 10 10 0 10 0 10 
Other government domestic transactions 0.5 0.5 240 10 10 10 0.5 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 60 0 10 0 180 
Local authority debt 50 0.5 50 0.5 10 10 0.5 
Public corporations' debt 0.5 0 10 10 10 0.5 10 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 480 600 750 50 50 50 500 
Sterling time 500 500 500 10 10 10 500 
Foreign currency 20 600 800 10 10 10 1000 
Deposits with BS: sterling 150 100 500 0 0 0 100 
:foreign 10 20 100 0 0 0 25 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) 480 960 1560 0 0 0 1200 
Other lending 480 24 480 10 10 10 24 

I 
Trade and retail credit 2160 2400 20 240 10 0.5 3600 

I 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units 3960 720 1440 10 10 10 3500 
Other domestic Instruments 2400 132 3600 10 10 10 1700 
Other overseas instruments 600 2400 1560 10 10 0 3300 

I 
Accruals adjustments 480 240 480 480 96 360 0.5 

Total financial transactions 



Table 11 
Error ranges for 1991 £million 

Personal ICCs Financial Publl lc Central Local Overseas 
sac tee sactac cacps gall! autbs SIIClQC ICIAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 3596 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000000 
Income from self-employment 2480 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000000 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 5400 2850 124 10 10 0 1000000 
Rent 2376 918 174 10 10 10 0 1372 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 186 0 0 0 250 310 0 1000000 
less stock appreciation 372 620 0 124 0 0 o. 1000000 

Inter-sector transfers: 
Earnings on direct 
investment overseas 70 248 372 0.5 0 0 2000 
Earnings due abroad 130 310 372 0 0 0 800 
Dividends and Interest: 
receipts 2480 558 2604 62 10 10 1736 
payments 620 2108 1228 10 10 10 4200 
Taxes on Income 558 500 500 10 100 0 0 
Social security contributions 1000000 0 0 0 124 0 0 
Social security benefits 1000000 0 0 0 100 0 10 
Community charge 1000000 0 0 0 0 160 0 
Other current grants by government 
receipts 1000000 0 0 0 10 50 10 
payments 0 0 0 0 50 100 10 
Other current transfers: receipts 550 0 0 0 10 0 475 
payments 475 10 0.5 0 0 0 550 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 1000000 0 0.5 10 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment: 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 100 10 0 1000000 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 50 10 0 1000000 

Expenditure: 
Consumption 3250 0 0 0 275 357 0 1000000 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 1950 1000000 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 1950 1000000 

Balance = Saving 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation 620 1550 558 50 20 50 0 1000000 
Value of physical increase in stocks 
and work in progress 434 868 0.5 124 124 0 0 1000000 
Taxes on capital 1000000 10 25 0.5 200 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 124 10 0 50 0.5 150 0 
payments 0.5 20 0 10 200 10 0 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 1000000 124 10 10 10 0 124 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities 471 893 868 0.5 10 0.5 280 
National savings and tax instrument 10 10 0.5 0.5 10 0.5 0 
Issue Departments transactions in 
commercial bills 0 10 10 0 10 0 10 
Other government domestic transactions 0.5 0.5 248 10 10 10 0.5 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 248 0 10 0 250 
Local authority debt 200 0.5 200 0.5 10 10 0.5 
Public corporations' debt 0.5 0 10 10 10 0.5 10 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 496 1240 900 50 50 50 500 
Starting time 500 500 700 20 10 20 500 
Foreign currency 50 620 1000 50 10 10 1000 
Deposits with BS: starting 200 150 600 0 0 0 250 
:foreign 10 20 100 0 0 0 50 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) 496 992 1612 0 0 0 1240 
Other lending 558 50 496 10 10 10 50 
Trade and retail credit 2480 2790 50 248 10 0.5 3720 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units 5456 1364 1860 10 10 10 4500 
Other domestic Instruments 2480 236 3968 10 10 10 2100 
Other overseas Instruments 620 2480 1860 10 10 0 3500 
Accruals adjustments 496 248 496 496 150 372 0.5 

Total financial transactions 

BALANCING ITEM 



~ Table 12 

Erro r ranges for 1992 £ millio n 

Personal ICCs Financial Public Central Local Overseas 
sector sector corps govt auths sector TOTAL 

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor Incomes: 
Income from employment 4588 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000000 
Income from self-employment 3100 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000000 
Gross trading profits, etc 0 6100 2850 310 10 10 0 1000000 
Rent 2475 1512 198 10 10 99 0 1730 
Imputed charge for capital consumption 186 0 0 0 300 310 0 1000000 
less stock appreciation 434 930 0 186 0 0 0 1000000 

Inter-sect or t ransfers: 
Eamings on direct 
Investment overseas 70 992 372 0.5 0 0 2100 
Earnings due abroad 180 71 3 372 0 0 0 850 
Dividends and interest: 
receipts 2480 620 3472 62 10 10 1860 
payments 942 2480 1488 10 10 10 4200 
Taxes on income 620 500 500 10 248 0 0 
Social security contributions 1000000 0 0 0 186 0 0 
Social security benefits 1000000 0 0 0 150 0 10 
Community charge 1000000 0 0 0 0 400 0 
Other current grants by government: 
receipts 1000000 0 0 0 10 100 10 
payments 0 0 0 0 100 100 10 
Other current transfers: receipts 550 0 0 0 10 0 475 
payments 475 10 0.5 0 0 0 550 
Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production 0 1000000 0 0.5 10 0 0 

Factor cost adjustment : 
Taxes on expenditure 0 0 0 0 186 10 0 1000000 
Subsidies 0 0 0 0 100 10 0 1000000 

Expenditure: 
Consumption 3700 0 0 0 408 369 0 1000000 
Exports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 2000 1000000 
Imports of goods and services 0 0 0 0 0 0 2000 1000000 

Balance = Saving 

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation 930 1674 744 100 50 250 0 1000000 
Value of physical increase In stocks 
and work in progress 558 1178 0.5 186 186 0 0 1000000 
Taxes on capital 1000000 100 100 0.5 250 0 0 
Other capital transfers: 
receipts 124 10 0 100 0.5 175 0 
payments 0.5 20 0 10 235 10 0 

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
Notes and coin 1000000 124 10 10 10 0 124 
Sterling treasury bills and 
government securities 496 980 868 0.5 10 0.5 350 
National savings and tax Instrument 10 10 0.5 0.5 10 0.5 0 
Issue Departments transactions In 
commercial bills 0 10 10 0 10 0 10 
Other government domestic transactions 0.5 0.5 248 10 10 10 0.5 
Government overseas transactions 0 0 496 0 10 0 300 
Local authority debt 200 0.5 200 0.5 10 10 0.5 
Public corporations' debt 0.5 0 10 10 10 0.5 10 
Deposits with banks: 
Sterling sight 868 1240 900 50 50 50 500 
Sterling time 500 1000 1200 100 50 50 600 
Foreign currency 200 620 1300 50 50 20 1000 
Deposits with BS: sterling 400 400 700 0 0 0 400 
: foreign 10 20 100 0 0 0 100 
Bank lending (excluding public sector) 620 1240 1612 0 0 0 1240 
Other lending 620 81 620 10 50 10 62 
Trade and retail credit 2728 3100 100 550 10 0.5 3720 
UK and overseas securities and 
unit trust units 6820 1984 2356 10 10 10 5500 
Other domestic instruments 2480 310 4340 10 10 10 2700 
Other overseas instruments 620 3720 2108 10 10 0 3700 
Accruals adjustments 496 248 496 496 375 372 0.5 

Total financ.ial transactions 



Table 13 
Main chan~es due to balancing 

Change on balance Error ranges Change/error range 

89 90 91 92 89 90 91 92 89 90 91 92 

PERSONAL SECTOR 

Trade and retail credit ·605 ·1 488 ·709 -421 2016 2160 2480 2728 ·0.30 ·0.69 -0.29 ·0.15 
UK & overseas securities & 
unit trust units ·1049 ·2669 ·1482 ·81 3696 3960 5456 6820 -0.28 ·0.67 ·0.27 ·0.01 
Accruals adjustments 336 ·253 · 102 ·68 448 480 496 496 0.75 ·0.53 ·-0.21 ·0.14 

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL 
COMPANIES 

Gross trading profits, etc -481 -2443 ·2487 -2354 2850 3750 5400 6100 ·0.1 7 ·0.65 ·0.46 -0.39 

FINANCIAL SECTOR 

Gross trading profits, etc -454 425 340 1538 2850 2850 2850 2850 ·0.16 0.15 0.12 0.54 
Accruals adjustments 361 ·231 ·85 ·104 448 480 496 496 0.81 -0.48 -0.17 -0.21 

PUBLIC CORPS 

Trade and retail credit -190 93 6 433 224 240 248 550 -0.85 0.39 0.03 0.79 
Accruals adjustments -395 194 ·49 298 448 480 496 496 ·0.88 0.40 ·0.10 0.60 

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

Taxes on capital ·111 209 ·80 87 150 150 200 250 ·0.74 1.39 ·0.40 0.35 
Other capital transfers: payments ·83 224 ·15 41 150 200 200 235 ·0.55 1.12 ·0.08 0.17 

LOCAL AUTHORITIES 

Other capital transfers: receipts 65 · 167 ·14 ·9 100 150 150 175 0.65 ·1.1 1 -0.09 ·0.05 
Accruals adjustments -403 342 253 ·89 336 360 372 372 ·1.20 0.95 0.68 ·0.24 
LA Consumption adjustment 83 -75 ·58 14 131 155 177 200 0.63 ·0.48 ·0.33 0.07 

OVERSEAS 

UK & overseas securities & 
unit trust units 933 2741 1131 519 3000 3500 4500 5500 0.31 0.78 0.25 0.09 

This table lists every item for which the change on balancing exceeds 0.5 of the error range in at least one of the four years 1989-1992 



Table 14 
Breakdown of diagnostics by sector 

Sector Balancing 
item 

margin ratio so chisq % significance 

1989 

Personal -3996 6185 -0.65 3760 1.13 28.8 
ICC 528 4854 0.11 2951 0.03 85.8 
Financial 1400 4897 0.29 2977 0.22 63.8 
PC ·684 474 -1.44 288 5.63 1.8 
CG 231 413 0.56 251 0.84 35.8 
LA -576 521 -1.11 317 3.30 6.9 
Overseas 3097 5899 0.53 3586 0.75 38.8 

Total: 11.91 

1990 

Personal -9327 6789 -1 .37 4127 5.11 2.4 
ICC 3917 5646 0.69 3432 1.30 25.4 
Financial -2329 5144 -0.45 3127 0.55 45.6 
PC 340 508 0.67 309 1.21 27.1 
CG -518 446 -1.16 271 3.65 5.6 
LA 609 571 1.07 347 3.08 7.9 
Overseas 7308 6310 1.16 3836 3.63 5.7 

Total: 18.54 

1991 

Personal -6512 7963 -0.82 4841 1.81 17.9 
ICC 5145 7226 0.71 4393 1.37 24.1 
Financial ·542 5629 -0.1 0 3422 0.03 87.4 
PC -41 546 -0.08 332 0.02 90.2 
CG 156 539 0.29 328 0.23 63.4 
LA 425 635 0.67 386 1.21 27.1 
Overseas 924 7058 0.13 4291 0.05 82.9 

Total: 4.71 

1992 

Personal -1044 9492 -0.11 5770 0.03 85.6 
ICC 6452 8527 0.76 5184 1.55 21.3 
Financial -6917 6405 -1.08 3894 3.16 7.6 
PC 1012 823 1.23 500 4.09 4.3 
CG -294 829 -0.35 504 0.34 56.0 
LA -194 796 -0.24 484 0.16 68.9 
Overseas 301 8086 0.04 4915 0.00 95.1 

Total: 9.33 



THE RETAIL SALES INDEX AND ITS USE IN 
CONSUMERS' EXPENDITURE 
Philip Gooding Central Statistical Office 

Introduction 

The monthly retail sales index is one of the key indicators of the 
progress of the economy and is a major focus of attention for 
retailers, economists and analysts. lt is used directly by government 
as an early indicator of how the economy is performing. [t is used 
indireclly to calculate quarterly consumer spending on retail goods 
and the output of the retail sector which feed into the compilation of 
the national accounts. 

The index has been the subject of some criticism in the past. Much 
of this was unjustified but there were weaknesses in t11e monthly 
retail sales inquiry from which the index was derived. Major 
improvements have been made over the past two years. This article 
describes those improvements and further initiatives designed to 
improve the estimates of consumer spending based on the index. 

Making the monthly retail sales inquiry statutory 

For many years the official retail sales index was compiled from 
monthly figures returned by a voluntary panel of around 3,500 
retailers. The inquiry was generally a reasonably sound indicator of 
trends in the total of retail sales but was occasionally subject to 
significant revisions in total when firmerrumual information became 
available and was certainly deficient in the detail. Most large 
retailers contributed but a few major operators in particular areas did 
not, which weakened the index. Moreover, the reluctance of many 
small firms to contribute meant that it was difficult to ensure that the 
index gave an unbiased measure of the performance of the retail 
trade. 

There was increasing concern that the voluntary inquiry did not give 
results that were sufficiently reliable for economic management. In 
November 1991, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced a 
package of measures designed to improve the reliability of economic 
statistics. Tllis included the decisions to make ~he retail sales inquiry 
compulsory and expand the size of the panel to 5,000 retailers. 

The simplest approach in setting up the new inquiry would have been 
to include all of the existing volunteers in the compulsory sample. A 
good working relationship was in place with the voluntary panel and 
timely response was being achieved. This approach would not, 
however, have been fair nor would it have met one of the criticisms 
of the index that the voluntary contributors were in part self-selected 
md not necessarily representative of retailers as a whole. The new 
inquiry sample therefore was completely redesigned. 

The 250,000 retailers in Great Britain were divided into 29 different 
types of retailer (such as butchers or jewellers) and then subdivided 
further into cells according to their size. The number of firms to be 
approached in each cell was chosen to ensure that the overall index 
was as reliable as possible given the overall sample size. This 
resulted in all large businesses being approached and a reducing 
fraction of smaller ones. The method of compilation of the index 

ensures, however, that all types and sizes of retailer are given their 
proper weight in the calculations. This is achieved by aliocatingeach 
cell a weight based on sales information from a larger, more detailed 
rumual Retailing lnquiry1• 

The first forn1s for the improved inquiry were sent out to collect 
information for January 1992. They arc simple to complete and ask 
only for a single figure of total retail turnover in a specified four or 
five week period close to the calendar month. Reporting for a whole 
number of weeks as opposed to a calendar month eases the burden 
for most businesses since it is usual to keep records on this basis. The 
approach also aids interpretation of the figures since they are 
independent, for example, of the number of Saturdays in a calendar 
month. The index is a measure of average sales per week within the 
four or five week periods so that comparison across time is not 
hindered by the different lengths of periods. 

Response quickly built up to m adequate level and the official index 
was fully based on the new inquiry from April 1992. The voluntary 
panel was run in paru iJel for the first three months of 1992 so that a 
firm link could be made between the results of the old and new 
inquiries. The procedures used meant that the average estimate of 
sales in the first quarter was unchanged but improved measures of 
the not seasonally adjusted monthly movements in the quarter were 
constructed and published. 

There is no longer a problem with major firms failing to respond. The 
inquiry is conducted underthe Statistics of Trade Act 1947. Firms 
who do not respond could ultimately be liable to prosecution, 
although the Central Statistical Office only reluctantly takes this 
step. 

Calculation of the retail sales index 

The basic method of calculating the index is to use matched pairs of 
returns within each cell to project forward the estimate of sales. In 
other words, returned retai l sales ligures are compared with those 
supplied by the same businesses in the previous month to calculate 
the percentage change for the sample. This percentage is applied to 
the previous month's estimate of weekly retail sales for all retailers 
represented by the cell. The resulting estimates are aggregated to 
produce weekly sales estimates for individual types of retailer, for 
five broad kinds ofbusiness (such as food retailers, household goods 
retailers, etc) and for all retailers in total. 

The resulting index shows t11e pattern of average weekly sales in 
current prices- that is, the actual value of"money through the till" 
-overtime. However, for some purposes there is more interest in tlle 
pattern of sales with the effect of price changes removed. To convert 
from a current price lOa constant price series, detailed components 
f:rom lhe Retail Price lndex arc combined to produce a dellator for 
each oft he 29 types of retailer reflecting the mix of commodities sold 
by each. Thesedeflators arc applied to the current price sales indices 
to produce constant price series. 

1 The annual Retailing Inquiry involves a sample of t2.000 depending on I he 
year and coLI eels, for example, sale.~ information on individual commodilies 
such as jewellery or footwear. 
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The indic.es produced are most useful in making comparisons with 
corresponding months in earlier years, but it is difficult to use them 
to compare different months. This is particularly important forretai I 
sales which are more affected by seasonal variations than any other 
major economic series. lt is therefore necessary to provide a valid 
method of comparison of, say, sales in the fourth quarter of a year 
with sales in the first quarter. 

To permit this, seasonal adjustment routines arc used to remove the 
normal monthly variations in sales which occur each year. For 
example, sales by clothing and footwear retailers in February are 
only about balftbose in December.l'be seasonal adjustment is based 
on the pattern of sales over a number of years and is calculated by a 
standard, widely used, procedure called X- II developed by the 
United States Bureau of the Census. The seasonally adjusted series 
include, where possible, additional adjustments for the timing of 
holidays although there are particularly di Cficu lt problems in adjusting 
entirely satisfactorily for the effects of spending around Christmas. 
Seasonal adjustment takes no account of abnormal effects such as 
particularly cold or wet weather in a single month. 

From February 1992, the seasonal adjustment routines have been 
rerun each month using a procedure known as "current updating"; 
pfeviously the seasonal factors used to produce seasonally adjusted 
sales series were estimated only once or twiCe]Jer year. The change 
in procedure means that the latest sales data contributes to the 
derivation of the seasonal pattern which is therefore more soundly 
based. 

Publication of the index 

The first estimate of retail sales for a given month is published about 
two-and-a-half weeks after the end of the period t'o which it relates. 
S.ince the beginning of 1992, the format and content of the publication 
have been improved twice. Ln January 1992, we began to provide 
earlier estimates of sales by the five broad kinds of business 
mentioned earlier; until then only total retail sales (in current and 
constant prices) had been published at the early stage. 

More recently, in April this year, all Central Statistical Office press 
notices were changed into a uniform First Release format. While this 
improved the presentation of retail sales information generally, it 
also provided an opportunity to meet a British Retail Consortium 
request- to give a little more prominence to year-on-year percentage 
changes. This is the way in which most retailers themselves view the 
results. Wbile this is a natural comparison for retail sales, the 
monthly changes compared with a year earlier need to be interpreted 
carefully. Differences in these changes from month to month reflect 
performance in the earlier year as much as in the current year. 

The retail sales index is published earlier than most other monthly 
indicators within the UK and compares well on timeliness with 
corresponding index numbers published by other members of the 
European Community. Early publication is only sensible, however, 
if it can be achieved without major loss in quality. The early 
publication of the retail sales index is justitied on this count: since 
the inquiry became compulsory, there appears to be no bias in the 
first estimate, and the average of the absolute revisions between first 
and final estimates is about 0.2 per cent, although response at first 
publication has sometimes fallen below the target rate. The revision 
is sma1Jjn relation to the long-term month to month variability of the 
index (which approaches one per cent) and does not affect sensible 
interpretation of the movements of the index. 

While the official retail sales index is a timely indicator, it is usually 
published a day or so after the results of the CBI Distributive Trades 

Survey. The CBI Survey, because it is published so early, attracts 
media attenlion. It usefully covers a wider range of variables than 
retai I sales. However, it is based on responses from around 300 
retailers in comparison with the 3,000 or so responding to the RSI at 
the time of first publication. More importantly, it does not collect 
figures of sales but instead a qualitative judgement of whether the 
volume of sales is higher or lower than a year earlier. 

Retail sales estimates used in consumers' expenditure 

One of the main government uses for the retail sales index is in the 
calculation of estimates of consumer spending used in the national 
accounts. Consumers' expenditure figures are based on a number of 
different sources. These include household surveys such as the 
National Food Survey, and the Family Expenditure Survey which is 
mainly used for estimates of spending on services. Among other 
significant sources, HM Customs and Excise provide figures for 
quantities of alcohol and tobacco on wbich duty has been paid and 
the Department ofTrade and Industry provide estimates of consumers' 
expenditure on energy. The retail sales index is used to produce 
estimates of spending on most retaiJed goods other than l'ood, d•·ink 
and tobacco. Altogether, it forms the basis of some twenty per cent 
of total consumers' expenditure estimates. 

The methodology used to produce the retail sales based consumers' 
expenditure figures is complex. The basicinfonnation on commodity 
sales is derived from the annual Retailinglnquiry mentioned earlier. 
This inquiry collects information on a number of variables including 
detailed commodity sales headings. The sales figures from the 
inquiry are adjusted m a number of ways to produce annual consumers' 
expenditure estimates. Adjustments include additions to cover 
expenditure in Northemlreltmcl and sales to consumers by wholesalers 
and manufacturers which arc not fu.lly covered in the inquiry. An 
estimate of sales by retailers to other businesses is subtracted. 

While the Retailing Inquiry provides annual estimates of the sale of 
commodities, quarter! y estimates are needed for t11e nationalaccounts. 
The quarterly series is interpolated and extrapolated from the latest 
annual information using the monthly retail sales index. 

One of the main problems in constructing the quarterly path is that 
consumer spending estimates relate to expenditure on various 
products, whereas the retail sales index is based on total retail sales 
by different types of retailer. For example, consumer spending 
tigures are published for footwear but the monthly inquiry collects 
only total sales by footwear retailers. The monthly inquiry is 
designed to keep the form-filling burden on retailers to a minimum 
and so a breakdown of the total turnover by individual commodities 
is not requested. 

The basic method used to produce the quarterly current price 
consumer spending series is to estimate movements in sates of 
individual commodities, such as footwear, by movements in the total 
sates of the relevant specialist type of retailer - in this example, 
footwear retai lers. lf sales by footwear shops increase by five per 
cent on the previous quarter, then a first estimate of consumer 
spending on shoes is that they have increased by live per cent. The 
success of the method for any particular category depends on the 
extent to which the sales are conceritrated in specialist shops. 

Many retailers, however, obviously sell a range of products. fn 
particular, three types of retailer covered by the inquiry - mixed 
retailers (department stores and large multiples like Marks and 
Spencer), large grocers and general mail order houses- sell a wide 
variety of goods. To attempt to deal with any divergence in the 



pattern of commodity sales through these businesses, their sales are 
projected separately. Within each of the three groups, for example, 
mixed businesses, commodity sales are projected using the monthJy 
retail sales indices for the relevant specialist types of retailer, but the 
total of all the commodity series is constrained to the sales for mixed 
businesses as a whole. 

Despite this attempt to overcome the problem of estimatingspcnding 
when mixtures of commodities are sold by businesses, there is still 
the danger that the specialist type~ of retailer may not be good 
proxies for commodity sales by mixed retailers. Although total 
estimates of spending in any one period should be reasonable, there 
is the possibility that the method may not adapt quickly to changing 
patterns of product sales by mixed businesses. This could lead to 
errors in individual consumers' expenditure series. 

Quarterly commodity inquiry 

Concerns over the problems of commodity mix in the consumer 
spending estimates led to the recommendation that a new quarterly 
retail commodity inquiry be included in the package of measures 
announced by the Chancellor in November 1991. Two problems 
associated with this proposal were that it would result in an increased 
burden on retailers and that some small businesses would not 
necessarily have the information available. To keep these problems 
to a minimum, information has been collected for just the nine broad 
headings described below compared to the roughly 40 headings in 
the standard annual Retailing Inquiry. In addition, it has been 
collected only from the limited number (around 130) of large 
retailers where the mix of products sold and the size of the business 
is a significant problem for the estimation methods. 

I . Food 
2. Clothing and footwear 
3. Furniture and floor coverings 
4. "White goods", for example, refrigerators and washing 

machines 
5. "Brown goods", for example, televisions and audio 

systems 
6. Other households goods, for example, household textjJes 

and do-it-yourself supplies 
7. Toiletries and medication 
8. Stationery, photographic goods, toys and games, sports 

goods and jewellery 
9. Alcoholic drink, tobacco and all other retail goods and 

services 

Before introducing the inquiry, discussions were held both with 
users and providers of the data to decide the exact product headings 
to use. Selection of the businesses to approach was based on analyses 
of the forms returned to the annual Retailing Inquiry. The size of the 
business and the mix of products sold were the criteria used in 
determining the sample. 

The inquiry has been operating since the second quarter of 1992 and 
a full year of data has recently become available. This has allowed 
investigations into the reliability ofthe results. First, the total figures 
for the four quarter period have been compared with the latest annual 
figures available. The correlation has been encouraging and bas 
suggested that the inquiry is producing sound estimates. 

Second, the pattern of sales throughout the year has been matched 
with the existing estimates of consumer spending from the mixed 
commodity businesses. The results provide firm figures to measure 
expected seasonal patterns. For example. sales of "brown" goods-

televisions, videos and audio systems- have been projected using the 
same indicator as "white" goods - refrigerators, washing machines 
and so on. This resulted in both series having largely the same 
seasonal path. The results of the quarterly inquiry confirm that sales 
of brown goods have a larger peak in the fourth quarter as a result of 
Christmas sales and that, conversely, sales of white goods have a 
smaller peak. 

Although the inquiry estimates have to date been used as a check on 
consumers' expenditure series, work is now being undertaken to 
incorporate the results fully in the methodology used to convert 
retail sales indices into the corresponding series recjuired for 
consumers' expenditure. 

Monthly commodity inquiry 

Many users of the monthly retail sales index do not want information 
on total sales by. say. food retailers but rather figures of sales of food. 
This is particularly true of retailers themselves. To collect such 
commodity detail each month from the 5,000 contributors would 
increase the form-filling burden to an unacceptable level and delay 
the publication of the index. 

instead we have begun to collect monthly data for a live-way 
commodity split from around 45 of the largest retailers who sell a 
mix of commodities. The five commodity groups are: food; clothing 
and footwear; household goods; confectionery. drink and tobacco; 
and other non-food goods. 

This information will permit an alternative presentation of the 
results of the monthly retail sales inquiry which will give a closer 
approximation to sales of commodities than the present figures. For 
example, without collecting the commodity breakdown, the current 
index for food retailers accounts for around 90 per cent of food sales. 
By collecting the commodity breakdown from the 45 retailers, over 
95 per cent of food sales will be included in a new measure. The 
position for other broad commodity headings is much more 
significant. For example, the sales of clothing and footwear accounted 
for by the current category of clot rung and footwear retailers, would 
increase from about60 percent to probably around 97 per cent in the 
new measure, if the breakdown is obtained from all 45large retailers. 
These new measures will provide good approximations to the path 
of sales of broad commodity groups withoutthe necessity to approach 
smaller retailers for a disaggregation of their total sales. 

When planning the inquiry, future contributors were contacted 
about the availability of the data. Response suggested that figures 
couJd generally be supplied and the first forms were despatched in 
January this year. 

To date. retailers have had more difficulty than anticipated in 
providing U1einformation, particularlyforhistorical periods requested 
on a voluntary basis, which would have enabled us to produce 
inquiry results more quickly. The present position is that we are 
aiming to publish some results of the enhanced inquiry early next 
year soon after thirteen months of data are available. 

The monthly commodity figures also, of course, have a potential use 
for consumers' expendjture. While the quarterly retail commodity 
inquiry provides a more detailed breakdown, results arenotavailable 
unti I after the first estimates of consumers' expenditure are produced. 
Once established, monthly commodity inquiry figures could be used 
as an early indicator in producing the first consumers' expenditure 
estimates each quarter. 



Further developments 

The move ton statutory monthly inquiry out! i ned earlier has improved 
tbe Jirst estimates of sales by detailed types of retailer to the extent 
that they may be publishable. Estimates a recurrently available some 
seven weeks aftertheend of the month in Business Monitor SDM28. 
The hope is that some of this detail could be released after around 
three weeks at the same lime as the more aggregated figures in the 
First Release. 

One further technical development is to be investigated. As explained 
earlier. the monthly index is essentially derived by projecting 
forward the results of a recent annual inquiry (presently the inquiry 
for 1990). This procedure leads to the possibility of late revisions 
when further annual data become available. We plan to investigate 
alternative estimation procedures which will gross the results of the 
monthly inquiry directly Lo the known (but changing) population of 
retailers represented on the CSO's register of businesses. l f this 
procedure proves technically satisfactory it will provide good quality 
estimfltes of total retail sales which should be less $Ubject to longer 
term revisions than at present. 

The developments described in this article have already improved 
and will further improve the quality of short term retail statistics. 
I lowever, even compulsory inquiries require the co-operation of 
their contributors, in particular, if time! y estimates are to be avai I able. 
Thanks are due to the inquiry contributors without whom the 
improvements described above could not be made. 



INHERITANCE OF HOUSE PROPERTY 

Margaret Frosztega and Alan Holmans, Department of the Environment 

The increase in owner occupation in me 1980's and tbe concurrent 
rise in house prices led to much increased interest in the place of 
owner occupied house property in the British economy. The 
changes were perceived as having produced a major shift in the 
distribution of personal wealth, with far-reaching implications. 
With nearly two-thirds of households owner-occupiers, a high 
pro port ion of men and women would on death leave very substantial 
estates. Heirs would stand to inherit largesumsofcash or houses that 
could be sold for cash. As this happened, the ownership of financia l 
assets would alter, with large numbers of households acquiring 
through inheritance financial assets that they would have been 
unlikely to bave been able to acquire in other ways. The growth of 
owner occupation would in time have a powerful secondary effect 
on ownership of other kinds of assets. 

Such widely distributed increases in holdings of financial assets 
could have important economic and social effects. Possession of 
financial assets confers spending power that is independent of the 
terms and conditions on which money can be borrowed. How this 
spending power might be used is significant in many contexts, not 
least as a potential source of finance for house purchase or for 
spending on home improvements. 

The Department of the Environment undertook a study of the 
magnitude and likely effects of transmission by inheritance of 
wealth accumulated through home ownership. Information was 
required botb about inheritance and about the structure of asset 
ownership. For information about the distribution of ownership of 
house property and financial assets reliance was placed on sources 
of information already in being, notably me Inland Revenue wealth 
estimates derived from information about estates, and survey 
information about ownership of dwellings and income from interest 
and dividends. To obtain information about inheritances, the 
Department of Environment corn m issioned a su rvcy ofi n heri tances. 
with particular reference to house property. To draw a sample of 
inheritors, the only practicable procedure was to use a sample of the 
whole population. A short supplement was added to the General 
Household Survey (GHS) which is carried out by the Office of 
Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS). Questions were added 
to the GHS in two years, 1989/90( I) and 1990/91 (2). An advantage 
of using the GHS was the large amount of other information 
collected which would be relevant, high response rates and interviews 
with alladulthousehold members. The last was pa11icularly important 
for surveying inheritances. Using a general survey also enables 
comparisons of the characteristics of those who have received 
inheritances and those who have not. The GHS is however a survey 
of households and does not include residents in institutions. This 
was not thought to be a major problem since only at very high ages 
arc residents of institutions more than a small fraction of the total 
population. At these ages, very few people were mought likely to 
receive inheritances. The survey applied to Great Britain, as 
Northern Ireland is not included in GHS. 

The survey of inheritances was designed to estimate the number of 
inheritance above a threshold of£ 1 ,000, excluding inheritances by 
a surviving spouse. Inheri tances by surviving spouses were outside 
the scope of the study because when one partner of an owner 

occupier married couple dies, his or her interest in the house almost 
invariably passes to the survivor, as do a high proportion of other 
assets. In the vast majority of instances lhe widowed survivor 
continues to live in the former matrimonial home. No house 
property changes hands and no funds are released for transmission 
to heirs. Respondents were asked to give details of inheritances 
received since the beginning of 1978. Questions were asked about 
the composition of their inheritance, the value of the inheritance, the 
year received, whom they inherited from, their tenure when they 
inherited and the main use they made of the moneys received. For 
those who inherited a whole or share in a dwelling, additional 
questions were asked about the value of the dwelling, whether they 
were already resident in me dwelling, whether the dwe11ing was 
vacant or rented out, and the use made, if any of the dwelling. If the 
dwelling had been sold, the use made of the proceeds of the sale was 
collected. 

The remainder of this article discusses a few of me findings of the 
survey of inheritance. A report, entitled 'House Property and 
Inheritance in the United Kingdom'. wilt be published shortly by the 
Departmentofthe Environment. The report describes the ownership 
of house property and of financial assets over the recent past to 
provide a base line with which tO compare future changes that might 
be brought about by inheritance. It describes the findings of the 
survey, and their implications for the future. It aJso discusses in 
detail the comparisons made with other sources of information to 
assess whether the survey under-stated inheritances received. Such 
comparisons were important owing to experience suggesting that 
the results ofinterview surveys on financial subjects were particularly 
likely to be under-stated. The comparisons are complex and not 
definitive. Broad figures are given in this article for the number of 
inheritances above £1,000 excluding inheritances by surviving 
spouses, and of the amount. But for the most part the results are 
presented as percentage distributions. 

Amounts Inherited and Numbers of Inheritances 

From the survey itself and from Inland Revenue information about 
estates passing on deatl1, the total amount inherited by individuals, 
net of taxes and expenses, in 1989-90 is estimated at about £11.3 
billion a year, and the number of inheritances of more than £1.000 
atnbout 600,000a year. Ofthe£11.3 billion total, about£4.9 billion 
consisted of dwellings, shares in dwellings, and money from 
executors' sales of dwellings. This figure does not include the 
financial assets of men and women who sold their homes before 
going to live with relatives or in residential care or nursing homes. 
The number of ex-owner occupiers of this kind can be derived in an 
approximate way from the estimates of deaths of owner occupiers. 
ft is estimated that in the late 80's about 25.000 owner occupier 
households dissolved in this way each year. The value of their 
dwellings at 1988 prices would be about£ 1.3 billion. The amount of 
inheritance in subsequent years that derived from this source would 
be substantially less as some of the proceeds of the sale would have 
been spent. Assuming about half remains at death, say £0.6 billion. 
this suggests that about £5.5 billion is derived from house property, 
approximately halfofmetotal amounttransferred through inheritance 
in the late 80's. Estimates were also made for the early 1980's. 



Table 1. Estimates of amounts inherited annually by 
Individuals United Kingdom 

Early 80's 

1989-1990 

Inheritances 
of dwellings 

(a) 

1.8 

4.9 

Other 
inheritances 

(b) 
(£billion) 

2.8 

6.4 

Note: (a) Includes money from executors' sales of dwellings 

Total 

4.6 

11.3 

(b) Includes money originating from dwellings sold before 
moving to residential care, etc. 

fnheritances of dwellings (and money f;om them) increased faster 
than did inheritances of other assets, but did not predominate. An 
estimate of£ 11.3 billion as the total value of inheritances, excluding 
inheritances by surviving spouses, is not large in relation to the total 
marketable wealth of individuals, some £1,290 billion in 1988 (3), 
excluding life policies and consumers' durable goods. That the 
amounts inherited are less than I per cent of marketable wealth of 
individuals is significantforthe rate at which inheritance can modify 
the distribution of wealth. 

Composition and Size of I nheritances 

Five types of property were distinguished: 
(a) whole dwelling; 
(b) share in dwelling; 
(c) money from an executor's sale of a dwelling; 
(d) other money, shares etc; and 
(e) anything else. 

Tbis sequence was taken as an order of priority, and an inheritance 
that comprised more than one type was classified to the highest 
ranking type. 76 per cent of inheritances consisted of one type of 
property only. Table 2 shows the content of inheritances. 

Of the 2,511 inheritances identified by the survey, 226 were of a 
whole dwell.ing and 228 were of a share in a dwelling. Only 4 
included a share in a dwelling as well as a whole dwelling and 19 
included money from an executors' sale as well as a whole dwell ing 
or share in a dwetUng. There is no significant problem therefore in 
aggregating the number of inheritances of whole dwellings, share in 
dwellings and the proceeds of executors' sales under tbe heading of 
' house property'. 

The distribution of the amounts inherited was very highly skewed. 
At 1990 prices, 6 1 per cent of inheritances with a stated value were 
less than £ 10,000 in value, indeed 44 per cent were less than £5,000. 
At the other extreme, 3 percent were more £ l 00,000. Only 5 
respondent's reported inheritances of half a million pounds or more. 
at 1990 prices. Few of the inheritances that contained either the 
whole dwelling or part of a dwelling were valued less than £10,000, 
whereas half of inheritances deriving f;om an executor's sale were 
so valued and three quarters of inheritances containing money or 
shares. This contrast between the size of inheritances of the whole 
or part of a dwelling and inheritances of the proceeds of an executor's 
sale is no doubt due to the latter being divided among more 
beneficiaries. 

Table 2. First Type of Property received by Second Type of Property Received 

Second type of property received 

First type of No Share in Money Other Any- Total 
property second dwelling from money, thing 
received type executors shares else 

sale of 
dwelling 

Whole dwelling 91 4 11 102 18 226 

Share in 111 8 96 13 228 
dwelling 

Money from 429 163 42 634 
executor's 
safe 

Other money, 1197 152 1349 
share 

Anything else 74 74 

Total 1902 4 19 361 225 2511 



Table 3. Value of Inheritances at 1990 Prices by the First Type of Property 

Value at 1990 Dwell Share 
prices -ing in 

dwell 
-ing 

£1,00Q-£4,999 0 6 
£5,000-£9,999 4 2 
£10,000-£19,999 10 22 
£20,000-£49,999 38 49 
£50,000-£99,999 31 15 
£100,000 or more 18 6 
Total 100 100 

Sample size 177 174 

Mean Value £68,974 £38,155 

Who Inherits: Age and Relationship 

The effects of inheritance of house property and of financial assets 
will depend on the whether inheritors tend to be young at inheritance 
and at the beginning of their housing careers or whether they are 
older and already well established in their housing. The survey 
shows that over half of inheritances were from parents and almost 70 
percent from relatives of the parents' generation. Only 15 percent 
were from the grand parents' generation. The median age at 
inheritance was 47. With 75 per cent of those inheriting from 
parents being over 38 years old at the time of inheritance and 90 per 
cent being over 30, most inheritances by sons and daughters from 
parents go to men and women already well established in their 

housing careers. 

Table 4. Age at Inher itance by Relationship 

Whom in- Under 18-29 
herited 18 
from 

Grandp. Great Uncle or Aunt 71 55 

Parent 20 29 

Aunt/Uncle 9 

Brother/sister 

Other relative 4 3 

Unrelated 3 4 

Total 100 100 

Sample size (=100%) 108 372 

(Distribution)(') (4.4) (15.1) 

Note: (') Percentages calculated from total excluding not stated. 

First type of property received 

Money Other Any- All 
from money, thing inheri-

executors shares else tance 
sale 

(Percentage) 

31 59 76 44 
22 18 14 17 
22 12 4 15 
10 8 4 16 
4 2 1 5 
2 1 0 3 

100 100 100 100 

617 1332 70 2370 

£16,878 £10,363 £5,152 £18,323 

The mean amount inherited showed considerable variation according 
to the relationship. These are shown in Table 5 along with the 
percentage distribution of the amounts inherited. By value two
thirds of all inheritance!i passed from parents to children. In all four
fifths passed to the next generation. Less than one tenth skipped a 
generation. Since the information collected in the survey was about 
inheritances not estates, there is no way of knowing how far 
generation-skipping occurred where there was no surviving 
intermediate generation, or alternatively how many testators with 
large estates made legacies to grandchildren as well as to their 
children. 

Age at Inheritance 
30-44 45-59 60 or Un- Total 

over known 

(Percentages) 

13 2 1 10 15 

62 67 38 59 53 

17 18 18 15 16 

0 2 22 7 5 

4 6 11 2 6 
4 5 11 5 6 

100 100 100 100 100 

678 872 400 41 2511 

(27.4) (35.3) (18.8) (100.0) 



I 
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Table 5. Amounts Inherited According to Relationship 

Mean amount Proportion Amount 
(£, 1990 of total inherited 

prices) inherited 1989 
(percent) (£billion) 

Grandparents, great 10,714 9 1.1 

Parents 23,780 67 7.5 

Aunts and uncles 13,824 12 1.4 

Brothers and sisters 19,793 5 0.6 

Other relatives 9,859 3 0.4 

Unrelated 10,901 3 0.4 

Total 18,323 100 11.3 

As would be expected from the association between age and 
relationship, and sizeofinhcritanccand relationship, the inheritances 
received by younger inheritors were on average smaller. The 
average amount received by inheritors aged under30 was only three· 
fifths as great as that received by those aged 30 and over at the time 
they inherited. About65 percent of the inheritances received at ages 
under 30 were less than £5,000. Only to a very limited extent, on tills 
evidence, could inheritances received by men and women at the 
beginning or their housing careers make a significant difference to 
the housing choices open to them. 

The higher average value of inheritance received from parents was 
due mainly to the type ofpropcny inherited Tablc3 above shows 
how the average size of inheritances varies according to composition. 
Table6 shows the type of property inherited according to relationship. 

The distribution of inheritances by the inheritors' age and type of 
property is shown in Table 7. 

Table 6. Whom inherited from by First type of Property Received 

First type of property received 

Whole Share Money from Other Any- All types 

dwell. of Dwel exec. money, thing of 

·ling sale shares else Property 

(Percentage) 

Grandp. Great Uncle or Aunt 4 9 14 19 22 15 

Parent 73 77 49 46 53 53 

Aunt/Uncle 10 5 20 17 10 16 

Brother/Sister 8 3 5 5 0 5 

Other 3 3 7 6 5 6 

Unrelated 2 3 5 7 10 6 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Sample size (=100) 226 228 634 1349 74 2511 

Sample size 

(=100%) 

Grandp. Great Aunt or Uncle 2 5 24 65 4 387 

Parent 13 13 24 47 3 1318 

Aunt/Uncle 6 3 32 58 2 394 

Brother/sister 15 5 23 57 0 128 

Other relative 5 4 32 60 3 143 

Unrelated 4 5 21 66 5 140 

Total 9 9 25 54 3 2511 



Table 7. First type of Property Received by Age at Inheritance 

First type of property Under 18 

Dwelling 1 

Share of Dwelling 8 
Money from exec. sale 19 
Other money 67 

Anything else 6 

Total 100 

Sample size(=1 00%) 108 

The evidence of the survey confirms that what may be termed the 
three generation model ofinheri tanceofhousepropcrty predominates. 
Ln this model there is an 'old' generation, from which come last-time 
sales of dwellings on death. Their sons and daughters comprise the 
'middle' generation and their grandchi ldren the 'young' generation. 
rn a system where inheritances pass to the next generation and the 
median age at death of widows and widowers is over 80, weallh is 
transferred to a generation already well established in their housing. 
They can sell the houses bequeathed to them and invest or spend the 
proceeds as they wish. The houses are purchased by the 'young' 
generation which finances it.~ purchases primarily with borrowed 
money. So the proceeds of last time sales which pass to the 'middle' 
generation and increase its holding of financial assets come from U1e 
debt-financed purchases of the 'young' generation. This finding is 
extremely important for the effects ofinheritanccon the distribution 
of wealth. 

Age at Inheritance 

18-29 30-44 45-59 60 plus All ages 

(Percentage) 

2 9 12 11 9 
7 10 11 5 9 

22 27 26 25 25 
63 50 49 59 54 
6 4 2 1 3 

100 100 100 100 100 
372 678 872 440 2511 

Circumstances of inheritors: Income and Financial Assets 

The effects of inheritance depend not only on the circumstances of 
inheri tors, but whether they differ from the whole population. Of 
particular interest here arc income and asset ownership. Were 
inheritances received primarily by people with higher than average 
incomes and substantial holdings of financial assets or were 
inheritances more widely distributed? The distribution in the 1980's 
will not necessarily be followed in subsequent decades when ageing 
of owner-occupiers increases the proportion of estates that include 
house property. Indeed, one of the central elements of the 'nation of 
inheritors' hypothesis is that, thanks to house purchase by the older 
generation, sums that have never been available before now will be 
inherited by people of modest means. Tbedistri bution of inheritances 
in the 1980's was studied from the survey to provide a base-line. The 
changes in prospect in the future are discussed in the report, but arc 
too complex a subj ect to summarise here. 

Table 8. Total Incomes (Gross) and Investment Income of Inheritors and Whole Population 

Great Britain 1989·91 

(percentages) 

Inheritors Whole Inheritors 
population Ratio 

Gross income 

Under £5,000 32 47 68 
£5,000·£9,999 22 23 94 
£10,000-£14,999 20 15 134 
£15,000-£19,999 11 8 138 
£20,000-£29,999 10 5 204 
£30,000 or more 5 2 233 
Total 100 100 100 

Investment incomes 

Nil 13 39 34 
Positive, less than £1 ,000 54 51 106 
£1 ,000-£4,999 24 8 305 
£5,000-£4,999 6 1 438 
£10,000 or over 3 1 371 
Total 100 100 100 



Income, and separately investment income as a proxy for financial 
assets, could only be ascertained as at the date of interview. Income 
at the timeofinhcritancecould well have been different, inrcaltcrms 
as well as money terms. Clearly there is a risk of bias through income 
in total,and investment income specifically, being augmented by the 
proceeds of investing the inheritance. The information in the survey 
about the size of inheritance. shows however that only in a few 
instances could income from investing the inheritance substalllially 
affect the inheritor's investment income and income in total. The 
distribution of total income of inheritors and of the whole GHS 
sample are compared in Table 8. That inheritances went 
disproportionately to people in the higher ranges of income is 
evident. The skewed distribution is even more pronounced in terms 
of investment income. 

The low proportion of inheritors with no investment income at all 
can be explained by many of them investing their inheritance. That 
the proportion of inheritors with an investment income of £5,000 a 
year of more is four times as great as in the whole population, 
however, can only be explained by inheritances being received 
disproportionately by people who already have substantirlllinanchll 
assets. Such people arc, however, few in proportion to the whole 
population. That two thirds of inheritances went to people with 
investment incomes of less than£ 1,000 a year merits note. 

Inheritances of house property 

Inheritances of dwellings, either whole dwellings or shares in 
dwellings aredifTerent from inheritances of money from an executor's 
sale or money from other sources. Inheritors of unoccupied dwellings 
have the choice of selling, renting out the dwelling, or of living there 
themselves. Some inheritors already live in the dwelling inherited, 
the resident inheritors, whilst some become landlords through 
inheritance as the dwelling is already let. There is interest in how 
rnany chose to rent the dwelling out, for there is here a potential 
source of additions to the stock of rented dwellings. 

In the sample there were 454 inheritances of 485 dwellings. Tn Table 
9 the dwelling is the counting unit. A person who inherits more than 
one dwelling is counted more than once. The table shows the 
numbers of dwellings in the survey vacant at inheritance, let to a 
siuing tenant and with resident inheritor. 

Table 9. Type of inherited dwelling by whether still owned 

Total 

Resident inheritor 92 
Vacant 276 
With sitting tenant 107 

Resident inheritor 100 
Vacant 100 
With sitting tenant 100 

Resident inheritors are often thought of in terms or a middle aged 
spinster who lives with her parents and ultimately inherits when the 
widowed parent dies. Some resident inheritors included in the 
survey did lit this description, but they were only 30 per cent of all 
resident inheritors. 44 per cent were men and the remainder young 
women or inheritors from someone other than a parent. 

At interview 61 per cent were still resident at the property, and a 
further 4 per cent had moved elsewhere but still owned tbe dwelling. 
The remainder had sold. Little over one lifth had sold the property 
within two years of inheriting, and hardly any had let the property. 
However in terms of the effect that bequests of house property have 
on the housing market, dwellings inherited by someone ah'endy 
resident must be treated differently to dwellings which are vacant or 
have a sitting tenant at inheritance. The inheritor may indeed sell but 
the move is of the same type as moves by any owner occupier. 

More than half ofinheri ted dwellings were vacant at i nheri Lance, and 
80 per cent were sold within two years. A few inheritors (6 per cent) 
went to Hve in the property, but of these more than half were already 
owner occupiers so they were able to sell their previous dwelling and 
encash the inheritance in thatway. Of the 29 tenants who inherited 
a vacant dwelling, one fifth went tO live there. The small sample 
numbers show that this is an infrequent route from renting to owner 
occupation. 

Of the 276 dwellings vacant at inheriwnce. 31 (11 percent) had been 
rented out since inheritance, but at the date of interview, 13 were no 
longer let and of these 12 had been sold. In a third of rentings. the 
person allowed to live at the inherited property was a relative. 11 
appears that few inheritors of vacant property took the opportunity 
to become private landlords. However a larger proportion of vacant 
properties inherited since 1986 had been rented out than in previous 
periods. This change may have been due to ihe depressed housing 
market but numbers are too small to be conclusive. In general, 
inheritors of vacant dwellings sold thern as quickly as they could. 

Inheritors of dwellings which were a I ready rented out were land lords 
from necessity not choice. The proportion of tenanted dwellings 
sold within a year of inheritance was only half the proportion of 
vacant dwellings sold within a year. Tenanted dwellings are more 
difficult to sell and indeed some inheritors may have chosen to wait 

Still Sold in Sold in Sold 
Owned year Next two there 

inherited years after 

Numbers of dwellings 

60 15 9 7 

66 156 37 9 
52 30 12 11 

Percentages 

65 16 10 8 
24 57 13 3 
49 28 11 10 



for the tenant to leave so that the dwelling could be sold vacant. Ln 
the long nm, however, three fifths of dwellings inherited with a 
sitting tenant were sold. 

For inheritors of dwellings to have the same freedom of action as 
inheritors of other types of asset about the use of their inheritance. 
a dwelling must be sold. The higher the proportion of dwellings sold 
the more closely wi lJ inheritances of dwellings resemble inheritances 
of other assets. The analysis shows that with varying lags. most 
dwelJings that were vacant were sold as were three fifths or those 
with sitting tenants. With not very largeexceptions, therefore. house 
property can be considered like other inherited assets when discussing 
the effects of inheritance. 

Uses of inheritances 

The effects of inheritances on the structure of asset ownership and 
the distribution of wealth depend on the uses to which inheritances 
are put, as well as on the number of inheritors and the amounts they 
re-eeive. The survey collected information about the uses made of 
any money inherited and where a dwelling had been sold, the uses 
made of the proceeds. Respondents were asked to identify their main 
use if more than one was given. 

The commonest use was to in vest or save the inheritance, irrespective 
of when the inheritance was received. In just under a quarter of 
instances. the main use was for housingpurposes. What individuals 
do with their inheritance is likely to depend in part on the amounts 
involved. Table I 0 shows the percentage distribution of the uses of 
inheritance for different amounts inherited. The values are uprated 
to 1990 prices. Where more than one use was given, the main use 
is tabulated. 

The split between saving and spending was 4:3 for small inheritances 
but for the largest inheritances was 6: I. This is not altogether 
surprising as for the larger inheritances the options are greater. A 
quarter of inheritors of small amounts used the money for housing 
purposes, primarily home improvements. By contrast 28 percent of 
inheritances oflarge amounts over £20,000 were used for housing 
purposes but were twice as likely to be used to buy a house than for 
improving the present home. 

As would be expected, using the inheritance to buy a house or flat 
was commonest at the younger ages. From age 3.0, improving 
property was more common than purchase. The proportion of 
inheritances were the main use was housing related declined with 
age above 45. At these ages, saving or investing was much more 
common. The use of inherjtance are cleady related to the stages in 
the housing careers of inheritors. Table 11 underlines this by 
comparing the uses of inheritance for owner occupiers and for 
others. The amounts used for housing are very similar. Owner 
occupiers are, however, more likely to save or invest than to spend 
their inheritance. 

To analyzc the uses made of inheritance in value tem1s, regard must 
be had to subsidiary uses as well as to the main use. Almost a third 
of respondents gave more than one use. 'Spend on something else' 
and 'Improve own house' were proportionally more common as 
subsidiary uses than as main uses. 'Buy a house or llat' and 'Save 
or invest' proportionately less. Where more than one use was given 
respondents were not asked about the money amounts for each use 
because too few were though~ likely to be able to give a figure. 
Howe~er an estimated djstribution of the values is presented in the 
report. The assump~ions taken are a division of those inheritances 
with more than one use in proportions 55:45 between the main use 

Table 10. Use of inheritance by value of inheritance Value of inheritance at 1990 prices 

Values of inheritance at 1990 prices 

Less than £5,000 £5.000- £10,000- £20,000 All values Mean 
£9,999 £19,999 or more inc. un- (£) 

known 

Percentages 

Paying off mortgage 2 4 2 2 16,808 

Buying house or flat 4 6 9 15 8 31,005 

Helping others Buy or improve 1 3 3 3 2 15,687 

Improving own house 19 16 14 9 15 11,833 

Investing or saving 41 51 56 59 48 18,796 

Spent on something 30 22 14 10 21 9,322 

Did not spend 5 2 2 3 7,267 

Unknown 5958 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 

Sample total excl inheritances with 1,039 400 335 467 ,337 16,090 
unsold dwellings (= 100%) 

No of Inheritances with unsold dwelling 3 4 14 108 174 57,107 



Table 11. Main Uses by Tenure at Time of Inheritance: 

Pay off existing mortgage 

Buy house or flat 

Helping others to buy or improve 

Improve own accommodation 

(Housing: Sub-total} 

Invested or saved 

Spent on Something else 

Did not spend 

Total incl. unknown 

(Percentages) 

Owner-
Occupiers 

2 

3 

2 

19 

(27) 

53 
19 

2 

100 

Others 

19 

7 

(27) 

39 
28 

5 

100 

and the second use: and a division in proportions 75:25. The results 
are given in Table 12, logetber with lbe distribution of amounts as 
incticated by the main use. 

In the event the assumption about the split between main and 
secondary use of inheritance where more than one use was mentioned 
makes little difference, apart from offsetting differences in the 
proportions used for house purchase and for improving. There is 
also a shift from saving or investing to spending. The division 
between amounts used for housing consumer expenditure and saved 
or invested remains unchanged. The t.ol'al valueofinheritances at the 
end of the 1980's is put at about £10.8 billion annually excluding 
unsold rented property and dwellings still the inheritor's main home. 
Table 12 implies that about£3 bi Uion was used forhousi ng purposes: 
£ 1.5 bill ion was spent on consumer goods and services; and £6 
biWon saved or invested. 

The estimated number of inheritances used for housing purposes a.re 
shown in Table 13. The category termed 'helping other buy or 
improve' refers mainly to helping other buy. lnformation was not 

Table 12. Distribution of Amount Inherited Between Uses 

Amounts 

Estimated 

collected on who they were, but the age analysis is consistent with 
parents assisting sons or daughters. as three quarters of those giving 
this use were aged 45 and over. lf this is true, the significant point 
is that at around 20,000 a year, such instances are not enough to 
qualify tbe three generation a] model described in paragraph 15. In 
the main, the 'middle' generation does notuseils inheritances to help 
the 'young' to buy houses. 

Table 13. Uses of Inheritances of Housing Purposes 

Main Subsidiary Total 
(thousands) 

Pay off existing mortgage 11 6 17 
Buy house or flat 45 5 50 
Help others to buy or improve 12 10 22 
Improve own accommodation 90 53 143 

The inheritors who used their inheritance to buy or help to buy a 
house or flat for themselves were either trading up or buying for the 
lirst time. Of the estimated 50,000 who used their inheritance to buy 
property, 30.000 were thought to be first time buyers. That is equal 
to about 7 per cent of the number of first time buyers (excluding 
Right to Buy purchasers) in a normal year. Adding tbe purchasers 
that were assisted by parents and others from inheritances brings the 
proponion to about 10 per cent. Only to a very limited extent does 
the first time purchase segment of the market depend on inheritance. 

Inheritances are even less important as sources of finance for trading 
up to more expensive housing. Including resident inheritors buying 
a fresh house, the number of such purchases is estimated to be at I 5-
20,000 a year. This amounts to only 2-3 per cent of all purchases by 
moving owner occupiers and 4 per cent of trading up. Many more 
owner occupiers use money they inherit to finance improvements to 
their homes. Out of a tota I of 570,000 inheritances (other than unsold 
dweWngs) about 1.40,000 were used in whole or part to finance 
improvements. 

Main and Main and Main and Main and 
from Main Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary 
Uses only 55/45 75/25 55/45 75/25 

(Percentages) (£b) (£b) 

Pay off existing mortgage 2 2 2 0.2 0.2 
Buy house for self 15 13 14 1.4 1.5 
Help other to buy or improve 2 3 2 0.3 0.2 
Improve own accommodation 11 13 12 1.4 1.3 
Invested or saved 57 54 55 5.8 5.9 
Spent on something else 12 4 13 1.5 1.4 
Did not spend 1 2 2 0.2 0.2 
Total inc unknown 100 100 100 10.8 10.8 



The l ong term etTects. 

The report (to be published shortly by the Department of the 
Environment) uses the findings of the survey, estimates of the 
distribution of owner-occupied house property, and projected further 
deaths of non-married men and women to forecast the growth 
between 1991 and 2011 in inheritances of house property, and its 
effect on the distribution of financial wealth. The number of deaths 
of non-married (i.e. single, widowed. and divorced) men and women 
aged 45 and over is projected to increase by about 9 per cent, and the 
number of deaths of non-married owner-occupiers by between 45 
and 50 per cent. A further increase is in prospect beyond 2011. Jn 
1991 the five year age range where the proportion of owner
occupiers was highest was 45-49. Not until 2026 will this group 
reach the present median age at death of widows and widowers. 

With use of the survey information about the sizeofinheritances and 
the uses to which they are put, the extent to which the growth of 
inheri tanccs of house property w i 11 a Iter the distribution of fi nancia I 
wealth can be estimated. Future house values necessarily introduce 
uncertainty, but about average amounts, not the number of 
inheritances. The conclusion reached is that the effect of inheritance 
on the distribution of ownership of financial wealth in the two 
decades to 201 I wiU be far from negligible, but will not amount to 

a transformation. Substantial holdings of financial assets willsti U be 
th~ pr~rogative of a minority of households, even though a larger 
mtnonty than now. 

An important reason is that bequest and inheritance are inherently a 
v?ry gradu.al process, and inheritances are shown by the survey to go 
disproportiOnately to households with substantial assets already (sec 
Table 6) As mentioned earlier in this article, the total amount 
inherited in any one year is less than I percent of the total marketable 
weal_th belonging to households. The same point can be made by 
looking at the number of men and women who receive inheritances 
in a year. The total number was put at 600.000. which is only 1.3 per 
centofthcadult population. Even allowing for the expected increase 
in the number of inheritances, this low proportion receiving 
inheritances indicates a gradual effect on the distribution of assets 
and wealth. 
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A SURVEY OF EXPENDITURE 
RESIDENTIAL AND NURSING HOMES 

IN 

By Richard Clare and Paul West - Central Statistical Office 

As part of a package of measures to improve the quality of the UK 
National Accounts, announced by the Chancellor in November 
1991 , the Central Statistical Office (CSO) commissioned aUK 
survey of expenditure by people Hving in residential and nursing 
homes. The survey, funded by EUROSTAT, was carried out by 
Gallup, who completed the fieldwork in June 1993. The results have 
provided a much firmer basis for estimates of expenditure in residential 
and nursing homes. This article explains the background to the 
project, describes how the survey was carried out, some of the 
problems encountered, and summarises the results. 

BACKGROUND 

One of the most important data sources used by the CSO for 
estimating consumers' e.xpenditure is the Family Ex penditureSurvey 
(FES). This survey, however, covers only households, and people 
living in communal establishments are not included. There are a 
number of different categories of communal establishment, but 
residential and nursing homes constitute the most important in terms 
of consumers' expenditure. As the main results ofthe Gallup survey 
show (Table6), the annual expenditure of those living in such homes 
exceeded £5 billion in 1992. 

In the past, estimates of total fee expenditure were based on the 
average fees per resident dcri vedfrom DepartmentofSocial Security 
payments of income support (enhanced to allow for other state 
benetits), multiplied by an estimate of the population in such homes, 
obtained from the Department of Health. For several reasons, 
however, this methodology was insufficiently robust. 

Residents have other expenditure in addili.on to fees; much of this 
is already covered in consumers' expenditure, for example through 
data sources such as the Retailing Inquiry , which embraces 
expenditure by those living in households or communal 
establislunents. Non-feeexpenditureis not covered, however, where 
use is made only of household data sources. This is the. case for most 
services for which the FES is the main source, and for food, where 
estimates of consumers' expenditure are based on theN ational Food 
Surve)' (NFS). 

Previously, this residual non-fee expenditure was allowed for by 
grossing up theFES and NPS results of household expenditure to the 
total population, including communal establishments. This 
methodology was not satisfactory, because people living in communal 
establishments often have different expenditure patterns from those 
living in households. It was therefore decided that the survey should 
cover certain non-fee expenditure, in addition to fees. 

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

The coverage of the survey required careful consideration. 
Expenditure by .local authorities and by district health authorities in 
support of the fees of people receiving residential and nursing care 
is already included in the National Accounts as finRI expenditure by 

government. To avoid double-counting it was therefore necessary to 
exclude the following two categories of expenditure: 

a) All fee expenditure in local authority homes and NHS 
establishments. The survey was therefore limited to homes in 
the private and voluntary sectors. 

b) Any sponsorship of residents' fees by local authorities and 
district health authorities for people living in residential and 
nursing homes, in the private and voluntary sectors. 

Day residents were excluded, as were holiday homes, since most 
such residents would normally be living within households; their 
expenditure would therefore usually be covered by the FES. 

The survey covered the whole of the UK. 

THE FEASIDILITY STUDY 

Before inviting tenders for the survey, the CSO commissioned the 
Office for Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) to conduct a 
small feasibility study; in October 1992, OPCS completed interviews 
at 25 homes. The aims of this study were: 

a) To test the wording of the various questions, and to find out 
which types of information would be more easily collected 
from officials in the home, and which from the residents 
(bearing in mind the frail condition of many residents). ln 
particular, it was essential to determine whether the fees of 
individual residents were readily available. 

b) To gauge whether the level of response was like ly to be 
acceptable. 

c) To estabiJsh whether it was feasible to ask residents to keep 
a diary of non-fee expenditure, or whether a schedule of 
questions involving retrospective recall would be a more 
workable method. The study also explored the extent to which 
officials in the home had knowledge of the residents' non-fee 
expenditure. 

The feasibility study found that fee information could be collected 
from officials at the homes with little difficulty. The response rate 
from homes exceeded 70%. The diary method of co.llecting 
expenditure on items other than fees was found not to be practicable, 
but it did prove possible to collect this information, sometimes from 
residents, and sometimes from staff, using a schedule of questions 
with retrospective recall. 

THE TENDER PROCEDURE 

Invitations were sent out to seven organisations in the public and 
private sectors, who were thought to have appropriate experience in 
this or related areas of work. Following interviews with a shortlist of 
three, Gallup were selected to conducLthe survey. 



THE DATAUASE 

The first requirement was for a reliable and up to date listing of all 
residential and nursing homes in the private and voluntary sectors. 
Ideally, the frame would also need to contain information to stratify 
the sample. Such a listing is produced by Laing and Buisson, a firm 
of research consultants in the health care field. The CSO acquired a 
computer database version of their published directory. This proved 
to be a suitable and reliable sampling frame. In addition to the name 
and address. the database also identified the type of owner, the level 
of care offered, and the number of places available (capacity) in each 
home. Chart I illustrates the database distribution of homes and of 
places available, by type of owner and level of care; Table I shows 
the regional distribution of homes and of available places. 

THE SAMPLE DESIGN 

On the basis of the results of the OPCS feasibility study, it was 
decided to seek fee data from four residents in each of 500 homes, 
giving a sample of 2000 residents in total. The sample was then 
stratified according to: 

a) Twelve standard regions; 

b) Within these, by the level or care offered by the homes 
(whether residential, nursing or a combination of both- ie. dual 
registered); 

c) and further within these, by the type of owner of the homes 
(whether private or voluntary). 

TABLE 1 
Distribution of Ho m es and Places Offered (Cap ac ity) by 
Region 

No. of No.of Ave. No. 
Homes Places of Places 

Offered per Home 

Scotland 1232 29573 24 
% 6 7 
Wales 997 22102 22 
% 5 5 
Northern Ireland 449 11374 25 
% 2 3 
North of England 844 21154 25 
% 4 5 
Yorkshire/Humberside 1582 37045 23 
% 8 9 
North West 2517 62044 25 
% 13 14 
East Midlands 1368 29738 22 
% 7 7 
West Midlands 1592 33059 21 
% 8 8 
South West 2977 57182 19 
% 15 13 
South East 4308 87880 20 
% 22 20 
London 1339 26844 20 
% 7 6 
East of England 652 13268 20 
% 3 3 
Total 19857 431263 22 
% 100 100 
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This created 72 cells within the sampling frame. The homes in each 
cell were then sorted in ascending order according to their capacity, 
i.e. the maximum number of places available in each home. The 
larger the home, the more likely it was to be selected. 

Gallup estimated that 65-70% of homes would respond, and to meet 
the CSO's stipu lated sample size of500 institutions, a minimum of 
714 would therefore need to be approached. In addition, it is a 
standard Gallup practice to include a 10% over-selection in the 
sample in case the estimated response rate is not met. On this basis, 
a further 71 institutions were selected, making a total of 785. The 
selection of these 785 homes was made as follows: 

The number of homes selected from each cell was in proportion to 
the population of residents in that cell. For example, of the 431,263 
places available in homes nationwide, the database showed that 
21,314 (or 5%) were associated with privately run homes in the 
South Easr offering nursing care. Hence, live per cent of the total 
sample of 785 homes consisted of private. residential homes in the 
South East. 

A sampling interval was then determined for each cell by dividing 
the total number of places available by the numberofhomcs required 
for the sample. Continuing with the example of private. nursing 
homes in the South East, the21 ,3 14 places available were divided by 
the required sample of39 homes to give a sampling interval of 547. 
From a random start point, every 'nth' (i.e., 547th) place was 
identilied and the home in which it lay was selected. . 
The selection of residents within each of the sample homes was 
made on a random basis by the interviewers. A sampling interval was 
obtained by dividing the total number of residents in the home 
(excluding day residents, staff and their families) by the four to be 
i nterv iewecl; the scleclion oft he individual residents was made from 
a random start point. For lhe non-fee information, where interviews 
with only two residents were required, two of the original four were 
selected at random. A smaller sample was used for non-fee 
expenditure because a lower degree of precision was needed for 
what was expected to be a relatively small level of expenditure. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

The questionnaire drafted by Gallup was necessarily of some length 
and complexity. lt was necessary to validate the information on tlle 
database as to the location, the type of owner, the level of care 
offered, the home's capacity, and the principal type of client catered 
for. It was also decided to collect data on fees, capacity and the actual 
number of residents at the end of each of the quarters of 1992, as weiJ 
as for May/June 1993, when the survey took place. This information 
was needed to strengthen the 1992 estimates of consumers' 
expenditure. lt would also provide some indication of the seasonal 
pattern of fee expenditure. 

The following is a summary of the questions asked: 

a) How the home was registered under the 1984 Registered 
Homes Act (Hs a residential, nursing or dual registered home) 
and wilh which local authority/district health authority. 

b) Whether the home was run by a voluncary/charitable 
organisation or by a private organisation. 

c) The primary type of resident catered for by the home. 

d) The maximum number of places available in the home (i.e. 
capacity) in May/ June 1993, and at the end of each of the four 
quarters of 1992. 

c) The number of resident. in the home (i.e. occupancy) in 

May/ June 1993, and at the end of each of the four quarters of 
1992. 

f) The fees of four residents, in May/Junc 1993 selected :11 
random from all residents (excluding day patients. resident 
staff and their families). 

g) Whether all. or part. of these fees were recovered from a 
local authority/district health authority, and if so. to what 
vaJue. 

b) The fees paid by the four residents in each of the four 
quarters of 1992. 

i ) Certain non-fee expendirure for two of the four residents. 
Hems not purchased with residents' own money were excluded, 
as were items already incorporated in their fees. 

PILOT 

Gallup tested the questionnaire on a sample of 20 homes in March 
1993. This pi lot identified two problems. First, the distinction 
between capacity and occupancy needed clarification; secondly, 
officials in the homes appeared to be rather hazy about the difference 
between local authority support, and income support paid by central 
government. Unlike payments in support of fees by local authorities 
and district health authorities. income support is not treated in the 
National Accounts as final expenditure, but as a transfer to the 
pcrsouaJ sector. Such transfer payments arc considered to be part of 
the recipient's disposable income, out of which consumers' 
expenditure on fees (and other spending) is funded. As a result. of 
these findings. the questionnaire was radically restructured, and 
additional briefing for interviewers was drafted. Apart from this the 
pilot demonstrated that the questionnaire was readily understood. 

INTERVIEW METHODS 

The selected homes were approached in the following way:-

a) A letter from the CSO explaining the purpose of the survey 
and seeking co-operation. 

b) A phonecall by the interviewer seeking an appointment, and 
explaining what information wou ld be required. 

Each interview lasted about an hour; its confidentiality was stressed. 
lt was inirially with an official of the home who had knowledge of 
the accounts of the home. The official was asked questions about the 
home. including the fees oflhe four randomly selected residents. He 
or she was then asked whether they or the resident wou Id be the better 
person to ask about non-fee expenditure: this was sought for just two 
of the four selected residents. 

The feasibi lity study had indicated that it would not be productive to 
ask the residents themselves aboutlheir fees; many have their affairs 
managed by a relative, solicitor or bank, and do not necessarily know 
how much they are spending on fees. In the case of non-fee 
expenditure, however, the information was normally obtainable 
either from the official of the home, or from the resident themselves. 

FIELDWORK AND RESPONSE 

To allow for non-response, questionnaires were sent to 785 homes. 
Fieldwork took about six weeks. which was longer than had been 
expected. This was mainly because appointments were often difficult 
to make at short notice. By the end of June, 501 homes had been 
successfully approached.The overall level of response- at 64%- was 
slightly below what had been expected. The interviews ran smoothly, 
and there were few complaints about length or content. 



Table 2 gives detai Is of the response rates by region, type of owner, 
and level of care. In general, homes in the volumary sector were 
slightly more willing to participate than those in the private sector. 
There was also a regional difference in response rate, wilh homes in 
rhe South West the least willing to participate, and those in the East 
of England the most willing. 

TABLE 2 
Response Rates 

Total: 

Region: 
East of England 
North 
North West 

No. of 
homes 

approached 

785 

23 
38 

112 
Yorkshire/Humberside 68 
Scotland 54 
Northern Ireland 21 
East Midlands 54 
Wales 41 
South East 161 
West Midlands 61 
London 48 
South West 104 

Type of Owner: 
Voluntary 153 
Private 632 
l evel of Care: 
Residential 438 
Nursing 298 
Dual 49 

WEIGHTING AND GROSSING 

No. of Response 
completed rate 
interviews % 

501 64 

18 78 
29 76 
82 73 
49 72 
38 70 
13 62 
33 61 
25 61 
98 61 
35 57 
27 56 
54 52 

103 67 
398 63 

271 62 
201 67 
29 59 

The survey data were weighted and grossed-up to provide estimates 
of the population of residents in residential and nursing homes in the 
private and voluntary sectors. 

The sample was designed to be representative of residents in such 
homes. For each ceiJ (ie combination of region, type of owner and 
level of care) the selection process was based on the capacity of the 
ho~es as given in theLaing & Buisson database. The survey results 
were weighted taking account of the size of each home. 

TABLE 4 

Due lo the differential response rates between the twelve regions, 
between types of owner (pri vale and voluntary) and between levels 
of care (residential. nursing and dual registered), the weighted data 
were grossed-up separately for each combination of region/type of 
owner/level of care. 

THE RESULTS 

Numbers of resident-;. Table 3 gives the grossed-up survey results 
relating to the distribution of residents by type of owner mid level of 
care. Out of every I 00 residents, 80 are accommodated by privately 
run homes. with broadly similar numbers receiving residential and 
nursing care. The voluntary sector accommodates 20 out of every 
lOO residents, four-fifths of whom receive residential care. 

In addition to data relating to May/June 1993, the survey obtained 
information about the number of residents for each of the four 
quarters of 1992. Table4 gives the results together with corresponding 
information about the number of places offered, and also shows 
occupancy rates over the period. 

TABLE 3 
Distribution of Residents by Type of Owner and Level of 
Care 

Level of Care 
Total Residential Nursing 

All residents 412593 237421 1751n 

Type of Owner: 
Voluntary 83018 66457 16561 
% 20 28 9 
Private 329576 170964 158611 
% 80 72 91 

Total 
Type of Owner 

Voluntary Private 
All residents 412593 83018 329576 

Level of Care: 
Residential 237421 66457 170964 
% 58 80 52 
Nursing 175172 16561 158611 
% 42 20 48 

Note: the numbers under residential and nursln~ care include resi-
dents of dual registered homes; the survey asked or separate figures 
for resldenllal and nursing care within dual homes. 

Number of residents, Number of Places Offered and Occupancy Rates 

March June Se&t Dec May/June 
1992 1992 19 2 1992 1993 

Total number of residents 405149 409191 41 3576 41 5954 41 2593 
Average number per home 20.4 20.6 20.8 20.9 20.8 

Total number of ~laces 
offered (capacity 445336 447857 449960 450668 454018 
Average capacity per home 22.4 22.6 22.7 22.7 22.9 

Occupancy rate (%) 91 91 92 92 91 

Notes 

1. The total number of residents and total number of places offered are grossed-up estimates from the Gallup survey of 501 homes. 
2. For the purposes of calculating the expenditure of those living In residential and nursing homes, it Is the number of residents rather than the 

capacity that Is relevant. 
3. The drop In the number of residents between December 1992 and May/June 1993 reflects a seasonal fall between December and March due 

to the hrgher incldenceof mortality among the elderly in the winter months. 
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Expenditure on fees. Average weekly fees by type of owner and 
level of care are shown in Table 5. At the time of the survey, the 
overall average weekly fee per resident was £266. Within this global 
figure, the average, as expected, is much higher for nursing care 
(£312) than for residential care (£232). Chart 2 illustrates the 
distribution of weekly fees separately for residential and for nursing 
homes. The average weekly fee in voluntary homes (£276) is a little 
higher than in privately run homes (£263). However, voluntary 
homes tend to cater for a wider range of resident, including the 
physically disabled and mentally ill; such residents often require 
more intensive care than the elderly, who comprise three quarters of 
the population of all homes. 

TABLE 5 
Average Weekly Fees by Type of Owner and Level of Care 

£ per week per resident 

Level of Care 

Residential Nursing Total 

Type of Owner 

Private 219 311 263 

Voluntary 265 325 276 

Total 232 312 266 

Note: weekly fees for residents of dual registered homes are subsumed 
within the averages tor residential and nursing care. 

Local authority sponsorship. The survey found that only some 7% 
of residents have their fees paid in p&t or in full by local authori[ies 
or district health authorities. As previously explained, it was necessary 
to identify and exclude such support in order to avoid double-
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TABLE 6 
Principal Results of the Survey of Residential and Nursing Homes In the Private and Voluntary Sectors 

£millions 
1992 1992 May/June 1993 

End End End End Annual Annualised 
March June Sept. Dec. Total Total 

Fees 1305 1365 1381 1394 5445 5718 

Local Authority Sponsorship 91 95 96 97 379 398 

Non-Fee Expenditure 30 32 32 32 126 133 

Total Expenditure 1244 1302 1317 1329 5192 5453 

Notes 
1. Total Expenditure consists of fee expenditure (net of local authority sponsorship of fees) plus non-fee expenditure. 
2. The non-fee expenditure relates only to certain items, mainly services and food : other non-fee items such as clothing and footwear were 

excluded from the survey because they are already covered by existing data sources. 
3. Non-fee expenditure and local authority sponsorship figures for 1992 are estimates based on the proportion of such expenditure to fees in 

May/June 1993. 

counting final government expenditure included in the National 
Accounts. In May/June 1993, the average weekly amount involved 
was £275 per sponsored resident. Chart 3 illustrates a very wide 
variation in the weekly amounts sponsored. 

Non-fee expenditure. As indicated previously. the Gallup survey 
also col lected information about certain i terns of non-fee expenditure, 
mainly services and food, which arc not already covered by other 
data sources. The average weekly expenditure on Lhese items in 
Mny/Junc 1993 was only £6 per resident. 

Use of results for tlH! National Accounts. Table6 gives a summary 
of the main results of the survey. The following is a briefexplanation 
of those results. The figures below in parentheses represent the 95% 
confidence intervals attaching to the annual expenditure estimates, 
expressed in percentage form. 

At the time of the survey in May/Junc 1993, the average weekly fee 
in residential and nursing homes was£266. Translated into an annual 
ligurc and multiplied by Lhccstimatcd population of413,000rcsidcnts, 
in mid- 1993 total expenditure amounted to some £5.700 million 
(+1- 3.8%). 

The need, for National Accounts purposes, to net off fee sponsorship 
by local authorities and district health authorities has been explained 
above. At the time of the survey. their average weekly contribution 
towards fees was £275 per sponsored resident. Applying this to an 
estimated population of less than 28,000 sponsored residents, the 
corresponding annual expenditure is some £400 million(+/- 44%). 
As previously stated, the collection of non-fee expendirure was 
restricted to certain items. The average weekly expenditure of £6 per 
week in May/June 1993 translates into an estimated annual 
expenditure of about £130 million (+/- 12%). 

The bottom line of Table 6 shows fee expenditure, net of local 
authority sponsorship, plus non-fee expenditure. In 1992 this sum 
amounted to nearly £5,200 million, in annual terms. This provided 
the figure needed for consumers' expenditure in the 1993 National 
Accounts Blue Book. 

THE PROBLEM OF LOCAL AUTHORITY SPONSORSHIP 

Once preliminary results from the survey had been received, they 
were subjected to validation procedures and comparisons with other 
sources. In particular, the CSO compared the incidence of local 
authority sponsorship with the resulls of a regular inquiry of local 
authorities conducted by the Deportment of Health. It became 
obvious that there was a signi licant discrepancy in the incidence of 
fee support by local authorities. between the survey results and 

corresponding Department of Health findings. GaJlup contacted a 
number of homes in an attempt to diagnose Lhe source of the 
problem. 1t became clear that, despite the redesign of the 
questionnaire, there was sti ll confusion between income support 
and local government support of fees. 

Fortunately, it was possible, from study oftheanonomised completed 
questionnaires, to correct the results of the survey. This could be 
done because limits ofincomcsuppon fordi ffcrent levels of care arc 
known and fixed, and could be readily identified in those cases 
where income support had been incorrectly classified as a local 
authority paymenL 

Clearly, public awareness of the distinction between central and 
local government support is not high, and a fresh approach will be 
needed to overcome this problem in a future survey. Tbis issue will 
become more prominent over time, bccauseofthechanges stemming 
from the new Community Care arrangements, which came into 
force from 1 April 1993. These arrangements, which apply to new 
residents, wil l increase the incidence of local authority support, and 
will also result in more cases where a resident's fees are supported 
by a mixture of local and central government payments. 

UPDATING THE SURVEY RESULTS 

The Gallup survey has substantially improved the basis of estimates 
of expenditure of those living in residential and nursing homes. 
Updating the survey results is likely to involve a periodic survey of 
fees and local authority sponsorship from a small number of homes; 
given the very small level of non-fee cxpendirure, it is not proposed 
tO survey Lhis again in the near future. 
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ENQUIRIES 

All enquiries about this survey, and requests for further information 
shou Id be addressed to Paul West: Central Statistical Office, Room 
70a/ I • Oovcmmcnt Offices, Great Georgc Street, London SW I P 
3AQ; Telephone 071 270 5937. 


